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This manual has been developed in order to provide other
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implementation of a computer access program. It is our hope that
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SECTION ONE

STATEMENT OF PURPOSE

The Carroll Center's PROJECT CABLE, an assessment and device
training program in computer access, is designed to improve the
vocational rehabilitation potential of blind and visually impaired
persons in the New England Area and to provide a model for duplication
in training centers throughout the United States. The primary purpose
of the program is to assess an individual's ability to utilize
computer access devices as vocational tools. In attempting to do
this, however, it seemed imperative that the staff give an independent
assessment of the student's abilities in basic spelling, arithmetic
skills and logical reasoning since these are considered necessary for
successful employment.

There is some preliminary evidence to suggest that the lack of
basic skills has been a deterrent to successful utilization of
computers, and the need to identify these areas that need to be
remedied is important at the outset.

PROJECT CABLE has developed two courses. Course One provides
the blind or visually impaired individual with an overview of access
devices available and of skills needed for employment where a computer
will be utilized. Areas of weakness are identified and suggestions
for remediation are included in the evaluation report. Course II was
developed to enable job-ready clients to learn how to operate a

specific device so that they can arrive at the job site ready to learn
spec if ic tasks .

GOALS :

To accomplish our purpose and realize the increased employment
of blind and visually impaired persons in the field of computer
access, the Carroll Center's PROJECT CABLE sought to attain the
following :

1. The development and maintenance of a curriculum that
assessed and/or trained individuals for skills needed in the
business community.
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2. The continued extensive assessment of all individuals
interested in computer access jobs according to the defined
needs and requirements.

3. Flexibility to meet the changing needs
visually impaired persons in the community.

of b 1 ind and

4. Visibility in the business community, this for a threefold
objective: to assure appropriate instruction, to secure
future job slots, and to develop a partnership to solicit the
financial aid of the business community.

5. The availability of a wide range of
demonstration, assessment and training.

adapted devices for

6. Active involvement in the computer field to ensure that the
program keeps pace with modern technology and the direction
of computer technology.
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SECTION TWO

HISTORY AND CHRONOLOGY OF FIRST YEAR

Although special training for blind programmers dates back to

the 50's, the latest wave of occupations are computer-assisted. They
do not require the intensive training of the programmer or the
managerial skills of the systems analyst. Instead, they require
familiarity with a keyboard, and the capacity to input and retrieve
data. They require good communications skills and computer literacy.

To date, the only formal evaluation tools for determining
aptitude for computer use have been written tests. This method has
been inadequate and an unreliable measurement for predicting success
in programming. It is the opinion of those in the computer field that
the best way to determine whether someone is able to use a computer
is to provide that person with "hands-on" experience. Just as in
the past rehabilitation facilities developed diagnostic work
evaluation for industrial occupations to aid in the placement of

disabled persons, today we have responded to the need for a facility
for diagnostic assessment for computer-related occupations.

DETERMINATION OF NEED THE NORTHEAST:
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DEVELOPMENT OF A TASK FORCE :

The Carroll Center, with its extensive experience in providing
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personal vocational adjustment training and vocational assessment
services, expressed an interest in computer access training. The
state agency, the Massachusetts Commission for the Blind, voiced a

need for a "hands-on" evaluation program. From this initial meeting
in January, 1983, with Commissioner Edward McHugh, Assistant
Commissioner Maryanne Langton, Rachel Rosenbaum, Executive Director of

the Carroll Center, and Robert Gildea, a totally blind systems analyst
from Mitre Corporat ion , it was resolved to design a program. A
steering committee was formed including:

Philip Davis Rehabilitation Engineer/Consultant to MCB
Robert Gildea Blind programmer, Mitre Corporation
Martin Kennedy Program Coordinator, Occupational Trng/Perkins
Robert McGillivray Engineer, Low Vision specialist, Carroll Cente
Paula Mazzio, Program Supervisor, Rehabilitation Program,

Carroll Center
Neil Murray Chief Supervisor for the Blind, MCB
William Prenoritz Program Director, Mass. Association f/t Blind
Rachel Rosenbaum Executive Director, Carroll Center
Robert Scott Director of Prog. Development, MCB
Barbara Silver Asst. Director, Vision Foundation
David Tracht Regional Director, MCB

In order to achieve the goals of the overall program, the
ing committee recognized the need to organize itself into three
~~ ,• *- 4- ~ — m . t- U ~ _» _1, ~4~ i ~~ ~ .. V y. „ „™ i «- «. ,, „ t. U n i ~ .. i « ™ «. «« * ^ .. K .~ ,-> „™ i t- * a a

er

The enthusiasm and excitement of this group has generated much
energy in making this project a reality. This collaborative effort of
so many agencies has been exciting as well as unique for agencies
serving the blind in Massachusetts.

Various steering committee members were instrumental in urging
the creation of the program. Mr. Robert Scott, Program Director and
Director of Employment Services at the Massachusetts Commission for
the Blind with 35 year s

' exper ience in occupational rehabilitation of
the blind, shared his belief that computer access devices would help
expand the market-place for the blind by creating careers that have
never been open to legally blind persons before. Philip Davis,
rehabilitation engineer for the Massachusetts Commission for the
Blind, stressed from his experience that clients unfamiliar with
specialized equipment have to learn both the adaptive equipment and
job routine procedures, making the placement difficult.

With this information, it was evident that a Computer Access
Asse s sment and Train ing program was a needed component of vocational
services provided for the legally blind as well as a valuable program
for those working blind persons who need this training for career
deve lopment

.
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The steering committee wanted to very clearly spell
measurable objectives. To this end, the goals were worked out.

(5)

out

The goal of this project is to provide assessment and training
of legally blind persons to determine their skills, aptitude and
interest for computer access and computer-related careers and to do
this in a hands-on learning environment. Three program objectives were
stated to accomplish this goal:

1. To assess and train up to sixty (60) legally blind persons
to use computer access devices;

2. In collaboration with the Massachusetts Commisssion for the
Blind and the Occupational Training Project at Perkins, to
place fifteen (15) legally blind trainees in the field of data
access ;

3. To document program findings in a final report that will
include evaluation and program design for replication in other
rehabilitation facilities.

FUNDING:

Funding for the program at the Carroll Center for the B

has been provided in the first year by a Federal Grant u
Rehabilitation Services numbered 84.128A. This grant was awarded
three-year grant to begin October 1, 1983. This manual marks the
of its first year. These monies have been supplemented by donat
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SECTION THREE

CLIENT PREREQUISITES AND SCREENING

TARGET POPULATION :

The potential client population served is as follows:

Clients of the Massachusetts Commission for the Blind, or

those of any other state vocational rehabilitation agency, who
either

(1) have a vocational goal, but where the
determination of the client's ability to utilize
computer access devices will help bring into focus
their specific vocational objectives;

(2) have a specific job possibility where the use of
computers is already identified, and where training is

needed in specific devices for additional job training
and can take place in a smooth and less threatening
fashion to the client and a more comfortable
transition for the employer; or

(3) have an educational goal where a determination has
to be made about the selection of an appropriate
dev ice

.

Blind and visually impaired persons in the community who are
not clients of the Massachusetts Commission for the Blind, but
who are under-employed and who may want to utilize computer
access devices and need a place where they can receive help
assessing devices through hands-on experience to help them
make that determination.

Blind and visually impaired persons in the community who are
adequately employed and who wish to purchase a device but need
help in the selection.

Blind and visually impaired students for whom their parents
may wish to purchase equipment and who need advice in
selecting a particular device.

Blind and visually impaired students who are in the public
school system where administrators or teachers need advice in
selecting appropriate equipment.

REFERRAL AND APPLICATION PROCESS :

Clients have come to the program by a referral through their
state agency or by applying as private paying clients. This is the
first step if one wishes to attend the program. Once a referral is

obtained the client is placed on a potential list and an application
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packet is sent to the client. This packet includes a letter, a fact
sheet that describes the two courses and an application. (Appendix A)

INTERVIEW AND SCREENING PROCESS:

PREREQUISITES FOR PROGRAM :

Application to the Computer Access Program is considered to be
analogous to applying for a job. Completion of a personal adjustment
training program or its equivalent is required. All clients must be
independently mobile, have note-taking skills, be able to use a tape
recorder, touch type, and follow simple directions. When a client is

lacking these skills, training time becomes interrupted and the client
becomes easily frustrated.

Although all of the above skills are important requirements to

perform effectively in the program, we have found it necessary to

strictly enforce two: clients who are not independently mobile can
not transport themselves within the program effectively and would not
be able to do so on the job; and clients who can not touch type will
be slow in performance and become discouraged.

ADMISSION :

Course I (assessment) and Course II (operator training) are
conducted simultaneously and clients are admitted on a rolling basis.
Because clients utilize different access devices and each learns at a

different pace, it is more effective to admit clients in a staggered
fashion than in groups. Instruction is much more efficient under
these conditions. The usual ratio of student to instructor is two to
one .
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SECTION FOUR

ASSESSMENT COURSE CURRICULUM

Course I has two objectives:
1 . To give blind and visually impaired individuals an
opportunity to use microcomputers with access devices and thus
evaluate their abilities and interest in utilizing computers
in a vocational setting.

2. To properly assess each person's abilities and talents with
respect to those devices and to identify skills needed to
acquire and properly maintain employment in a job requiring
computer access.

These goals provide the blind and visually impaired persons in
the community with an avenue to experiment with new and innovative
devices and their possible effect on individual career objectives. In
addition, an individual assessment of their skills enables them to
solidify job goals.

The underlying belief of this training program is that hands-
on use of specialized equipment in simulated situations provides the
best environment to assess the ability of a person to work with
computers. Consequently, every skill that may be needed is observed.
These areas have included, but need not be limited to:

1. general clerical skills
2. multi-task skills
3. personal skills

Coupled together, these areas provide an indication of an
individual's strengths and weaknesses that will contribute to success
or failure in computer-related jobs. This assessment, while it may
indicate someone's general ability to do specialized work such as word
processing, attempts to also provide a working document for the
individual to better his/her skills in order to acquire a job in
fields requiring computer access.

ABILITIES CHECKED IN THE ASSESSMENT PROCESS :

Abilities observed and checked in the assessment process are intended
to:

1. Locate particular strengths of the individual
promotional areas in securing their employment and

as

2. Mark areas that, if improved, would greatly enhance the
person's employabil ity in the computer access field.

These general areas are:
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Use of Computer

:

Here we are concerned with the ease with
which one is able to approach the device, the ability to acquire
general information about a high tech device, the ability to transfer
that knowledge, and the individual's general excitement (or anxiety)
about a career where extensive computer use would be intended.

General Clerical Skil 1 s

:

Because of the pervasive use of
computers in today's business environment and the previous success of
employment in clerical areas by blind and visually impaired
individuals, it is almost mandatory that this program assess and
determine deficiencies in:

1. Typing

:

In general, typing speed of 15 wpm with no

mistakes is minimal for clerical involvement while speeds of
40-60 wpm are standard. The point to be emphasized in typing,
especially with word processing, is accuracy and speed in
proof ing

.

2. Mathemat ics - The ability to tally pieces of information in

an accurate manner is almost always essential.

3. Correspondence - The ability to develop and provide
accurate and informative correspondence is assessed. This
ranges from casual memos to formal documents.

Manual Dexterity Skil Is

:

Due to the current influx of
computer technology in the manufacturing environment, the training
center has attempted to determine how an individual reacts to using
the computer in the accomplishment of manual tasks. Observation is
made of the person's general ability to function on a given keyboard
and his/her general ability to produce adequate output.

Dua 1 Tasks Skil Is

:

Given the nature of most work environments
the ability of a person to handle interruptions and continue work with
quality output must be observed. In general the ability to resume
one's work without aid in determining the stopping point is

considered essential.

Persona 1 Skil Is

;

The absolute necessity for blind persons to

interact with those around them in a responsible and independent
manner has prompted the training center to check an individual's
general living skills in its assessment. This requires observing
areas such as cleanliness, general appearance, the ability to travel
to and from given points independently, personal organization skills
and mannerisms and personality traits that could negatively affect
peop le .

AREAS TO BE EVALUATED FROM OBSERVATION

The assessment process, as was stated above, proceeds in two
ways: quantitative evaluation of the output on each of the activities
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performed and observation of the student while performing these
activities. Quantitative evaluation of the subject areas is

accomplished by reviewing the finished product presented by the
student for acceptance, while observation evaluation demands that the

instructor pay particular attention to the student, noting either
talent or dislike of the activity. This type of evaluation, while
requiring a low student / instructor ratio, yields highly informative
data about the potential of the student in future endeavors.

Quantitative Evaluat ion : Pace Exams, typing tests, and
simulated work activities are used. This information provides the
basis for identifying skill levels in memory, reading comprehension,
vocabulary and logic skills. During the course of instruction, a

block plan is kept on each client to identify what activities have
been completed and how well he/she did with these lessons. Since
instruction of a client is often split among instructors, this plan
also aids the teacher in identifying what a client has done and what
he/she needs to do or what is needed to be done. (See Appendix C).
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Anxiety

:

Anxiety, when observed in a student, can help signal
problems. It may mean that (a) general instructions were not clear or
not properly understood, (b) there is general confusion with the
operation of the assigned machine, causing delay and upset, (c)
current tasks being assigned are beyond either the scope or present
ability of the individual. Whatever the reason, anxiety should not be
dismissed. If the situation is conf us ion , the problem should be
alleviated with additional instruction. If the area of work is

currently beyond the scope of the person's ability, then the deficiency
area should be noted and the assessment process should regress to
areas that can be comfortably accomplished. In any case, anxiety
should not be allowed to build to the point that discourages the
person from continuing or trying in other areas.

Frustration : Frustration will occur when: (a) the task is too
easy and as such appears menial, or (b) the current direction of the
training session is not what the student was expecting in the program.
If the tasks are too easy, then an exceptionally talented student may
be identified. If, in fact, the student is reacting to the work but is

unable to perform it satisfactorily, then this should be noted, since
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his/her assessment of skill level and the actual facts are not in
harmony. This instructor should pay careful attention to noting the
skills that need sharpening. If this is not welcomed with a renewed
desire for additional work in the area, then a problem like this may
well occur on the job and should be noted in the final report.

If frustration is caused by a difference in expectations, then
care should be taken to review the details of the purpose of the
evaluation program and the current task being assigned. If problems
still persist, notes should be made as to the student's expectations
from the program, how they arose, the overall effect of this on the
evaluation process.

Pis interes t

:

This attitude occurs with individuals who at an
early stage realize that they are not doing what they want. This
situation may suggest that the person has understood the stark
realities of what a computer access job may mean and that this is not
their career goal. This should be noted.

Occasionally partially sighted clients insist on utilizing
enlarged screen devices exclusively, when failing sight suggests that
alternative devices, i.e., braille or voice, might be necessary in the
near future. An appropriate explanation for the assessment in this
area should be made known to the student. If this situation of
disinterest continues for either of the above cases, notes as to the
general effect this attitude has had on the student and others should
be made and reported.

Unconcern

:

This appearance of unconcern often arrives due to
one of two major problems: (a) the individual does not desire further
assessment or consideration in the training program or (2) the area
being pursued is not of the person's ability to produce reasonable
output and give genuine effort to assignments. Again this should be
noted on the final report.

Disorientation should be particularly noted
process, especially regarding multi-task jobs.

cue the instructor to problems in
organizational skills, mobility skills, or concentration ability.

ecessary to

about the

Disor ientat ion

:

in the assessment
Often this problem will
organizational skills, mobility skills, or concentratio
Whatever the cause of the disorientation, remedial steps n

correct the situation and the person's general attitude
situation should be noted.

While a call for help should never be discouraged, continual
reliance upon an instructor or others for aid in accomplishing the
given task should be noted in the final report with a suggestion as to
the current ability of the person to independently perform a suggested
task

.

As
behaviors

can be seen, these five situations are readily observable
of individuals involved in a computerized work situation and

they each suggest either needs that must be addressed or perhaps
talents that should not be missed. Practically all of the above can
be used, if noted, as factual information that produced a quantitati ve
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grade in all the areas on the evaluation form. It should always be
the case that, if any of the above observable situations or attitudes
have caused either poor or excellent work, it is properly documentated
for further study and use in placement.
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*********************************************************************
LESSON #: 1

ACTIVITY: ORIENTATION TO THE CLASSROOM AND ASSOCIATED BUILDINGS

MATERIALS: NONE

OBJECTIVE: To acquaint the student with the facility, so that they are
able to travel independently and comfortably.

*********************************************************************

PROCEDURE: Using the student's preferred method of mobility (i.e.,
sighted guide, cane, etc.); walk the student through all
routes which would be used throughout the course of a normal
day. Include orientation to any rooms which may be
used during the training period.

*********************************************************************
COMMENTS: It is extremely important to establish a positive atmosphere
as a student begins the program-- an atmosphere that allows the
student to feel comfortable and independent.
*********************************************************************
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****************************************************************
LESSON #:2

ACTIVITY: INTRODUCTION TO THE APPLE He KEYBOARD

MATERIALS: Apple He computer / "Apple Presents ... App le " disk/
Disk drive (disk is included with purchase of Apple He

computer

)

OBJECTIVE: To provide practice using the following keys: return,
shift, control, escape, reset, left arrow, right arrow, caps lock.
*********************************************************************

PROCEDURE: (before beginning program; discuss with student the
following :

- disk is magnetic storage medium
- disk is protected by a plastic jacket
- do not touch:

- center hole
- center slot)

1. Assist student with inserting disk.

2. Assist student with turning on computer power.

3. As program progresses on the video monitor,
instructor will read display to student.
Certain topics may need to be ignored, as
they are directed to visual users.

*********************************************************************
COMMENTS: Unfortunately, this program is not compatible with the
speech synthesizer, thus requiring a sighted reader. The fortunate
aspect to this problem is that it allows the student to receive one-
on-one assistance during his/her first exposure to computers. This
close attention may help to lessen "computer anxiety".
*********************************************************************
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****************************************************

LESSON #: No Sequence Number; Use As Time Allows

ACTIVITY: READING OF COMPUTER-ORIENTED LITERATURE.

MATERIALS: Literature on various computer-related topics, in
various mediums, from varied sources.

OBJECTIVE: To expose students to current computer literature;
reviewing topics such as terminology, equipment, and adaptations.
*********************************************************************
PROCEDURE: Provide literature to students throughout the

duration of the training period. As much as possible,
provide reading matter in the medium that is
preferred by the student.

The following items have been used successfully:
- PERSONAL COMPUTERS

(taped from SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN)
November 1983

Audio tape / Regular Print
- AIDS AND APPLIANCES REVIEW: Speech

Output Computers, Issue #9 and 10
(Carroll Center for the Blind)
Audio Tape / Regular Print

- AIDS AND APPLIANCES REVIEW: Braille
Output Computers, Issue #11

(Carroll Center for the Blind)
Audio Tape / Regular Print

- BAUD MAGAZINE (Blind Apple Users
Discuss ion)

(Joe Jovanelli, Editor)
Monthly Audio Tape

- INTRODUCTION TO MICROCOMPUTERS
(Hadley School for the Blind)
Audio Tape / Large Print

*********************************************************************
COMMENTS: This activity has served often as a catalyst to further
discussion and research. It is important to use the items listed above
intermit tant ly - so as to minimize fatigue.
********************************************************************
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************************************************************
LESSON #:3

ACTIVITY: INTRODUCTION TO TEXTALKER (speech synthesis)

MATERIALS: Apple II series computer / Echo II speech synthesizer /

Textalker Disk (included with Echo II) / Two speech-
compatible (game-type) programs.

OBJECTIVE: To familiarize students with the voice output computer and
assist them in understanding the voice.

*********************************************************************

PROCEDURE: 1. Boot SEC DEMO disk.

2. Enter "RUN_SEC_DEMO"

.

3. Student should listen to the speech demonstration.
He/she should then enter words and phrases at the
end of this program for several minutes.

4. Quit SEC DEMO . LOAD TEXTALKER disk.

5. Enter "RUN_SPELLING_TEST"

6. Student should attempt "SPELLING TEST" several times
(NOTE: Instructor must develop a spelling list,

prior to using this program. RUN_LIST_BUILDER
is the list creating program. It is helpful
if the list includes computer-related words.)

7. Student should attempt several other speech compatible
programs .

(example: text adventure games, word memory games)
DUNGEONS OF THE GODS (ENTRY disk)
RONMEMORY (ENTRY disk)
TEXTALKER BUSINESS DISK
TEXTALKER GAMES DISK

*********************************************************************
COMMENTS: Students should be assured that most people do not
initially understand the synthesized voice. The programs, mentioned
above, were chosen because they provide a non- threat ening exposure to

speech synthesis.
*********************************************************************
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**************************************************
LESSON #:4

ACTIVITY: INTRODUCTION TO BRAILLE-EDIT

MATERIALS: Apple II (series) computer / Echo II speech synthesizer /

Braille-Edit program disk / Data Disk (initialized,
according to Braille-Edit manual instructions)

OBJECTIVE: To introduce students to the commands needed for simple
writing, reading and editing, using the word processing software.
*********************************************************************
PROCEDURE: 1. Insert BOOT disk

2. Turn computer on.
3. When asked to "enter configuration", enter * to set

a new configuration or E2 for speech, LP for DP-10,
or VB for VersaBrail le

.

4. If setting configuration, read screen to student
to increase their understanding of configurations.

(Speech is not yet active.)
5. Start-up menu: Enter J.

6. Utility menu: enter "E" (for editor).
7. Insert Data Disk.
8. When blank screen appears, ask students to begin

writing. Remind them that they only need to
strike return when beginning a paragraph. Further,
explain that they need not correct errors because
word processing allows them to correct after initial
typing. This allows them to write in a freer and
more flowing manner.

After the above writing is complete:

Instruct student in simple word processing by
using the following commands to begin corrections
to the student's writing:

CONTROL G - read word by word
CONTROL Z + space bar- move back to beginning
CONTROL D + #spaces + RETURN- to delete
CONTROL I - to insert + CONTROL N to end insert
CONTROL Q - to save chapter
CONTROL A + # - advances cursor that many spaces
CONTROL D, CONTROL W - deletes word

-/ - to read letter by letter
writing over letters, to correct spelling errors

( Refer to Braille-Edit manual for details in using the above.)
*********************************************************************
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*********************************************************************
LESSON #: 5

ACTIVITY: DICTATED TYPING TEST (using word processing program)

MATERIALS: Apple II ( ser ies ) computer / speech or braille output
word processing program

OBJECTIVE: To evaluate student's skill, while using a word-
processing program.

*********************************************************************

PROCEDURE: 1. Student should start up word-processing program
and open a new chapter / file.

2. Instructor explain format of selected passage,
(paragraphs, capital letters, unusual symbols, etc.)

3. Instructor begins paced reading of passage while
timing for three minutes.

(read next word, as student approaches middle
of previous word)

4. Provide feedback to student concerning:

- words per minute acheived
- errors per minute
- types of errors

5. Using word-processing program, student should
edit above passage.

6. Record time required for editing and number of
errors remaining after editing.

7. Provide feedback concerning #6 above.

*********************************************************************
COMMENTS: This score is useful, for several different applications.

1. comparison to typewriter typing speeds.
2. as a student file reference, for prospective

employers, colleges, etc.
Expect errors that are typical of blind word-processors,
such as spelling errors (vowels), spacing difficulties.

(many due to imprecise speech quality)
*********************************************************************
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*******************************************************************
LESSON #: 6

ACTIVITY: ASSESSMENT OF ACADEMIC / CLERICAL SKILLS

MATERIALS: Tests of Achievement in the following areas:
- vocabulary - reading comprehension
- reasoning - sequential ordering
- typing - general knowledge

OBJECTIVE: To assess the student's abilities in selected areas,
so that the client's computer potential may be more
accurately determined.

*********************************************************************

PROCEDURE: Administer tests in the above-mentioned areas.

Tests should be administered using the medium that
is preferred by the student (for both test
administration and answer recording.)

For example :

test on audio tape
answers recorded, using
word-processing program

It is helpful, to provide feedback to the students
after they have completed each test. As much as

possible, feedback should be given immediately
upon completion of each test.

Tests that relate to the student's future plans
are also helpful.

for example: - sample college entrance tests for future
college students.

- sample civil service tests for
future government employees.

*********************************************************************
COMMENTS: These tests serve as more than a score for later

reference. They also provide valuable information
concerning which methods of test-taking are optimum
for each student (for future employment or education
entry test ing . )

*********************************************************************
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*********************************************************
LESSON #:7

ACTIVITY: INTRODUCTION TO THE VERSABRAILLE

MATERIALS: VersaBraille / VersaBraille Battery charger / One
Maxell UD/XL C-60 Cassette tape / VersaBraille
Owner's Manual Volume 1

OBJECTIVE: To introduce the student to the VersaBraille as a

stand-alone braille reading and braille writing (and
storage ) device.

*********************************************************************
PROCEDURE: 1. Instruct student in using the following:

- plugging / unplugging power cord
- turning on power switch
- reading braille display
- selecting format (space bar and full cell)

2. While tape is being formatted:
- explain the principle of formatting

(manual p. 3 "Preparing the Tapes")
- explain location and purpose of

the following VersaBraille keys:
- eject ( p. 8 Manual )

- braille select ( p. 5 Manual
- advance bar ( p. 4 Manual)

)

4 Manual )

4 Manual )

Manual )

p. 4 Manual )

Manua 1

)

( p. 5 Manual

- back-up ( p
- chapter ( p
- page ( p . 4
- paragraph (

- word ( p. 4
- new chapter ( p. 5 Manual )

3. After formatting continue with basic writing
functions ( pages 5 to 8 Manual ).

4. Next, basic reading functions ( pages 9 to
1 1 Manual )

.

5. Last instruct the student in editing ( pages
13 to 17 Manual).

*********************************************************************
COMMENTS: To many first time users, the VersaBraille is both exciting

and frightening. Some may be intimidated by the number of
keys. It is often helpful to ask the student to ignore
certain keys and functions, when first introducing the
device. For example: Place Indicator key, Random Location
function, Audio select, Audio functions.

*********************************************************************
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*******************************************************
LESSON #:8

ACTIVITY: VersaBraille as a computer terminal

MATERIALS: VersaBraille / Owner's manual 2 / Host Computer /

Interface cables / VersaBraille Master Overlay Tape /

Maxell UD/XL C-60 cassette tape / Host Computer software

OBJECTIVE: To provide to the student an opportunity to use the
VersaBraille as a terminal to a Host Computer.

*********************************************************************
PROCEDURE: 1. Set up and store a new overlay designed to

be compatible with your host computer (p. 19 Manual).
(Student may need assistance with CCP options)

2. Load overlay tape into VersaBraille.

3. Prepare Host Computer to communicate
(sections IX, X, XI).

4. Connect all cables.

5. Open new chapter on blank VersaBraille tape (formatted)

6. Write, on VersaBraille, chorded R then R.

7. VersaBraille is now a terminal, ready to act as
a braille keyboard.

*********************************************************************
COMMENTS: The VersaBraille will be receiving (and sending) computer

braille. The individual letters are identical to regular
braille, but punctuation will be very unlike regular
braille. Many students will be able to ignore these odd
characters and still use the VersaBraille terminal. The
problem can be lessened if the programs used are those
with which the student is familiar. The students will
need to know the computer braille for:

- Return (dot 4 then M)
- Backspace (dot 4 then H)

( p. 55 Manual )

*********************************************************************
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*********************************************************
LESSON #: 9

ACTIVITY: INTRODUCTION TO TEXTALKER REVIEW MODE

MATERIALS: Apple II series computer / Echo II speech synthesizer /

Echo II Manual

OBJECTIVE: To acquaint the student with the review mode for the
synthesized speech.

*********************************************************************
PROCEDURE:

1. Discuss the following concerning
the need for speech review:

- to hear text repeated
- to repeat written commands
- to correct spelling errors

2. Fill the monitor screen with text (either by running
a text-oriented program or a simple BASIC program).

3. Ask student to press control key and L together.
4. Ask student to press the letter A.

( to begin at top of screen - line A )

5. Explain the following keys:
- control L - to enter review
- T - toggles between let ter-by- let ter and

word-by-word reading
- V- - read letter to the left
- -> - read letter to the right
-

-f-
- move up one line

-
n!/

- move down one line
- return - the reader key, reads

se lected line
- esc - exit review mode

6. Ask student to use above keys, to review screen.
*********************************************************************
COMMENTS: The student should be reminded that while he/she is using

review mode, most keys are inactive ( except those listed
in number 5. above ). To return to normal computer
functions, press ESC.

*********************************************************************
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*************************************************************
LESSON #: 10

ACTIVITY: FURTHER PRACTICE, USING THE TEXTALKER REVIEW MODE.

MATERIALS: Apple lie / Echo II / assorted "text only" software
programs

OBJECTIVE: To provide the student with further practice using the
Textalker review mode.

*********************************************************************
PROCEDURE: 1. Review the review mode commands, (see Lesson #10)

2. Provide several speech-oriented programs (those
which fill the screen with a large amount of
text, but use no graphics).

3. Instruct student to RUN these programs, using
review mode, as needed.

*********************************************************************
COMMENTS: We have found the following types of programs to be
successful: adventure games, business simulations.
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***************************************************************
LESSON #: 11

ACTIVITY: INTRODUCTION TO THE M.C.S. / I.T.S. COMPUTER

MATERIALS: M.C.S. I.T.S. computer / I.T.S. manual / I.T.S.
DOS disk / various programs and manuals on disk

OBJECTIVE: To expose the student to a business type computer,
with speech and speech functions that are different
then the Echo II (Apple computer).

*********************************************************************
PROCEDURE: 1. Introduce Keyboard.

2. Introduce Function keys (use CNTRL to hear what they
are . )

3. Introduce Speech pad and silence button.

4. Student load DOS into drive A.

5. Student turn on computer and monitor.

6. When computer says, "ITS ready."; push
appropriate function key to either read "manuals"
or run "programs."

7. Explain the following commands:
/DIRECTORY - directory of drive A
/DIRECTORY:B - directory of drive B

/FILE_(file name) - to run a file on Drive A
/ FILE_B : ( f ile name) - to run a file on Drive B

/LIST - put text on screen, no speech
/READ - put text on screen and speak
/EXIT - end program or manual

*********************************************************************
COMMENTS: The programs Talking Information Management (TIM) and

Spoken Word (word processing) are relatively simple for
students who are new to computers. Refer to manuals for
further information.

*********************************************************************
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****************************************************
LESSON #:12

ACTIVITY: JOB SIMULATION

MATERIALS: Apple He / Echo II / Braille-Edit program /

a simple Data-Base program

OBJECTIVE: To provide word-processing and data-entry tasks that
simulate job situations.

*********************************************************************
PROCEDURE: 1. Student to set up word-processing program.

2. Instructor dictate business letters, for student
to process and print out using word-processing
program

.

3. Instructor dictate data to student, so that
student can enter the data to data-base.

Note: Both #2 and #3 above, should include
opportunities for editing, deleting and
inserting .

Business letter data is on tape "READY #2".

*********************************************************************

COMMENTS: To make this exercise more interesting, the instructor
may want to make the simulation more realistic by using
the telephone for dictation and/or by structuring the

the data-base so that it simulates a business data-base
such as a bank, insurance office, etc.

*********************************************************************
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************************************************************
LESSON #: 13

ACTIVITY: INTRODUCTION TO THE VISUALTEK LARGE PRINT DISPLAY
PROCESSOR

MATERIALS: Apple He / VisualTek DP-10 / Text-oriented
program (a program with no graphics and one that
fills the screen with text)

OBJECTIVE: To Introduce Student to Large Print Displays.
*********************************************************************
PROCEDURE: 1. Load a text program into computer.

2

.

Run program

.

3. Explain and demonstrate the following items on the
DP-10 User Control Panel:

- Joys tick
- Enlargement Knob
- Enlarged / xl switch
- Cursor button
- Next Line button
- Home button

4. Ask student to complete several programs
using the items in #3 above.

*********************************************************************
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***********************************************************
LESSON #: 14

ACTIVITY: INTRODUCTION TO THE MYSTIC VALLEY LARGE PRINT DISPLAY
PROCESSOR

MATERIALS : Mystic Valley Large Print Display Processor /

Mystic Valley L.P.D.P. manual

OBJECTIVE: To introduce student to Large Print Displays.
*********************************************************************
PROCEDURE: 1. Turn on Display

2. Explain and demonstrate the following control
commands

:

- To change Background color
1. push Escape button
2. push letter E

3. push Control and chosen color key

- To change Foreground color
1. push Escape button
2. push letter D

3. push Control and chosen color key

- To change Letter size
1. push Control and Letter N for

full size
2. push Control and Letter for

half s ize

3. Explain BgOn key (3rd from left, top row):
toggle switch - pushed once, entire work
space is displayed - pushed again, large
print is displayed.

4. Explain cursor arrows for moving throughout
work space .

5. Allow student to explore device, experimenting
with various sizes, letter colors and background
co lor s .

*********************************************************************
COMMENTS: This lesson was written for use with Mystic Valley

display that was intended to be used as a "dumb
terminal" interfaced to a Host computer. There is also
a Mystic Valley Display with full computing possibilities,
this display may require different commands.
This display allows the student to determine which colors
are preferable, providing a comfortable contr as t , et c .

*********************************************************************
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*********************************************************************
LESSON #: 15

ACTIVITY: PREPARING TO USE THE DEC TALKING WORD PROCESSOR

MATERIALS: DEC Rainbow Computer / DECTalk / DECTalk User's Manual/
Talking Word Processing Program (TWP)

OBJECTIVE: To instruct the student in the use of the Rainbow keyboard,
Disk Drive and DECTalk.

*********************************************************************
PROCEDURE: 1. Explain keyboard layout:

(function) (keys * ) (func) (tion) (keys) * = EXIT key

letters
numbers

punctuat ion

: menu

:

: keys :

2. Explain disk drive location and disk insertion.
(drive A - disk is inserted with wr ite-protec t

notch at back of left side.)
(drive B - disk is inserted with wr ite-protec t

notch at back of right side.)

3. Explain earphone jack and volume control locations
on DECTalk (see DECTalk manual p. 2-2, figure 2-1).

4. Ask student to insert TWP disk into drive A.

5. Explain power switch location for computer
and DECTalk.

6. Ask student to turn on both devices.

7. Explain DEC greeting screen and disk choice
list ing .

8. Ask student to choose proper disk drive.

9. When disk drive is quiet, ask student to type,
TWP (return).

*********************************************************************
COMMENTS: Be prepared to provide much close support initially, as

this more complex keyboard may be frightening to
students who are unfamiliar with it..

*********************************************************************
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*******************************************************
LESSON #: 16

ACTIVITY: USING THE TALKING WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM

MATERIALS: DEC Rainbow Computer / DECTalk /

Talking Word Processing program (TWP)

OBJECTIVE:To aquaint the student with the commands, responses and
activities required by a CPM based word-processing
program. Also, to provide exposure to the synthesized
voice of DECTalk.

*********************************************************************
PROCEDURE: 1. (To begin TWP, see lesson 15 above).

2. DECTalk will begin with a speech verification, to
test for parameter compatibilities.

3. Student to follow spoken instructions.
4. At Main Menu, student should press E for edit mode.
5. When asked for a file name, student should type

any name they choose for the file. Name should
be simple and easily remembered so that it can
be recalled when needed. If this is a new file name,
then computer will state "File is empty". If student
is continuing with a previously saved file, that
name should be typed.

6. Editor menu allows for many functions, all of which
can be heard by student; using Menu keys:

"Find" key - reads previous Menu item
"Insert Here" key - repeats current Menu item
"Remove" key - reads next Menu item

7. See next page for explanation of Menu options.
8. Student should write using Editor Mode.
9. To review their writing, students must push

top row function key labeled "EXIT". To enter
review mode, push function key labeled "fl7".
Pushing "fl8" and then "T" will take review
cursor to the top. Read using the "PF" keys
at top of numeric keypad:

"PF1" - read character by character
"PF2" - read word by word
"PF3" - read line by line
"PF4" - read sentence by sentence

When an error is found, push "fl9" and then
type "W" to move write cursor to position of
review cursor

.

10. Push " fl8" to exit review and then the appropriate
Editor menu item (see under) to correct mistakes.

*********************************************************************
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********************************************************************

TWP EDITOR MENU

A - moves write cursor ( same as arrow keys )

B - to change write cursor direction

C - to cut a section of text and place it in memory
( section to cut must first be marked )

( see "K" below )

D - to delete, use arrows keys to select characters

F - format menu, for printing

G - write cursor go to ( T for top, B for bottom )

H - for help explanations

I - to insert original text, or additional text
( inserts at write cursor )

K - to mark sections for cutting
(use logical, easily remembered numbers )

L - moves write cursor to word typed as string to locate

- to overwrite ( changing a character )

P - to paste contents of cut memory ( C above )

(pastes at write cursor)

S - file ( disk utility ) menu
( delete, change files, etc. )

T - speech setup, changes speech

U - undeletes anything deleted ( D above )

W - to write ( save ) to a file

X - to change the case of a letter
at cursor position

PRESS ZERO ON NUMERIC KEY PAD TO ANNOUNCE ANY OTHER KEY'S
FUNCTION, AFTER PRESSING THAT KEY

NOTE: BEFORE MOVING FROM ONE OPTION TO ANOTHER PUSH "EXIT"
TOP ROW FUNCTION KEY

****************************************************************
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*********************************************************
LESSON #: 17

ACTIVITY: INTRO TO THE Viewscan Text System (VTS)

MATERIALS: Viewscan Screen ( fully charged )

Viewscan Computer ( fully charged )

Viewscan Text System VTS User's Guide

OBJECTIVE: To aquaint the students with the procedures required
for using a portable computer with Large Print
display and ROM software.

*********************************************************************
PROCEDURE: 1. Student turn on screen and computer.

2. Student view VTS Menu, by pushing "RETURN" to
advance through options.

3. Student should practise using the EDITOR, by
entering a "7". Then, an "E" for edit mode.
EDITOR begins in Auto mode (no tabs or format).
To enter Typewriter mode, push function key
"CLR" unshifted, then type "Y".

4. As student writes, letters are inserted at cursor,
located at right side of display. Letters can be
deleted at cursor position, by pushing function
key marked "DEL". Letters can be inserted, by
using arrow keys to move desired insert position
to cursor, then simply type additional letters.
To review, push shifted "HOME" function key.
Next, push pause, to begin moving display, (push
pause again to stop moving) Push control and
the "U" function key to speed up display, push
control and the "D" function key to slow down
display. Control and ~-H is word search function.

5. To stop writing, push the function key labeled
"q". "mode?" prompt will appear. Push "p" letter
to print ( then "m" for built-in printer ). Push
"s" to save writing to tape. ( writing is always
saved on 2 internal permanent memory pages ).

Push "e" to return to EDIT mode.
6. Control X, allows student to move from one page in

memory, to another. Unshifted "CLR" key erases
page in current memory.

7. Push the function key "q" several times to return
to VTS Menu:

8 - enters calculator mode
(return key is = )( * is times )

( / is divided by )

2 -enters BASIC programming mode
( see User's Guide p. 8.

2

before programming)
*********************************************************************

AMERICAN FOUNDATION FOR THE BUNO
15 WEST 16th STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y. 10011
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*****************************************************
LESSON #: 18

ACTIVITY: STUDENT EVALUATION OF PROGRAM

MATERIALS: Apple lie / Speech Word Processing Program

OBJECTIVE: To provide the students with the opportunity to

present their thoughts concerning the program
that they have just finished.

*********************************************************************
PROCEDURE: 1. Ask student to set up the word-processing

program that he pref ers .( Brai

1

le-Edit , Document s , et c . )

2. Ask student to write an evaluation of this
course, using the word processor.

3. Request that the evaluation include the
following

:

- things I liked about the program
- things I disliked about the program
- Suggestions for improvement of

program, what should be added to the program,
what should be eliminated , what equipment was
lacking

,

etc .

4. For the above evaluation :

- DO NOT require that student sign his
name, allow anonymity.

- DO ask the student to date the
evaluat ion .

5. Ask the student to use the same program for
writing a report that discusses which
device they preferred and which device they
felt most capable using and why they feel
that way. This evaluation should be signed
and properly edited.

*********************************************************************
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SUGGESTED ADDITIONS TO CURRICULUM :

The PROJECT CABLE staff see themselves as pioneers in the
attempts to develop both methods and materials to bring computer
access devices into the educational and rehabilitation environments of
blind and visually impaired persons. No curriculum existed, no
lesson plans, and no tried and true theories. While this lends an
area of excitment to the endeavor, the day-to- day problems of
developing materials are not alleviated. Through this report PROJECT
CABLE is bringing to the field the results of its efforts for review,
comment and helpful suggestion. Please participate by sharing with us
your own findings.

Based on our own evaluation of the program and through
information gathered from client evaluations, we have identified a

number of areas that need to be improved. In addition to these, there
is the ongoing problem of keeping up with new developments in hardware
and software, and the continual development of lesson plans to this
end, as well as the re- integrat ion of all plans into a whole. By
adding, one is also forced to delete and re-prioritize.

The following activities are currently under development:
simulated activity for basic programming; resume writing with a

word/processor; spread sheet applications; and using a modem with an
on-line data base;

The format of the curriculum is also being assessed.
Revisions are comtemplated as follows:

A section to note minimum time required to complete
task

;

A definition of statements of student performance to
be used for evaluative observation;
A definition of instructor's role versus student's
ro le

.
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SECTION FIVE

TRAINING CURRICULUM

Course II, the operator training course provides instruction
to the individual in operating a specific access device for an
identified purpose, whether it be employment or education. Major
components of the training are teaching the use of the device,
interfacing the device to other computers and peripherals and practice
in using the device with simulated job applications. Individuals are
not accepted into the program until all three areas have been
ident if ied .

DETERMINATION OF LENGTH OF TRAINING PROGRAM :

After the device has been chosen and knowledge of ways in

which the client will be using the system obtained, the length of
training is determined based on the above and the amount of past
experience the client has had with computers. For example, a client
who comes in for training on the VersaBraille connected to an Apple
computer and already knows how to use a VersaBraille will require less
training time than a client who does not know how to use it. Also,
clients are continually being assessed while in the program to

determine if their training needs to be lengthed or shortened. The
shortest length of time for a course has been one day and the longest
has been 3 weeks. By arbitrary decision, the steering committee opted
to place a three-week maximum on the programs. It was felt that, if

more time were required, it probably meant that the client was
inappropriate. As mentioned earlier, those who have poor keyboard
skills, can not spell, or have inadequate listening and memory skills,
are not ready for the program and should be referred for remediation.

JOB RESPONSIBILITIES INCORPORATION :

Although the focus of this training is on the device and not
on the job skills, it is extremely helpful to receive information
about the client's intended use of the computer. If it will be used
for word processing, form fill-ins or spread sheets, so simulated
activities that reflect those respons ib lit ies may be incorporated. We
have also found it beneficial to know if the client will be required
to use other peripheral devices such as a printer and, if possible,
include those in training as well.

In order to develop lessons for instruction, the following
information is obtained from either the client or employer so that
better instruction may be provided:

1. Will client be using a word processor? If yes, which one
and in what capacity? Which software will be utilized? Will
the client be required to print out the report or will someone
be doing it for him/her?
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2. Will a spreadsheet be used? What type? In what ways will
it be used

?

3. Will the client be required to access data from an
electronic network?

BASIC AREAS COVERED IN ALL DEVICE TRAINING

2. Physical characteristics of the machine and its care.

3. Training in start-up procedures; file management; data
entry, processing, transmission and storage; cable
connections; and communications parameters settings.

4. Extensive training on the particular device covering
meaning and operation of all normal key functions and
commands; syntax and the meaning of special display prompts;
and function of special display choices.

5. Job simulation exercises to drill the above principles in

situations as close as possible to the anticipated one.
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VERSABRAILLE CURRICULUM SYLLABUS

I Introduction to machine, keys and purpose:
Mater ia Is

:

Versabraille , introduction tape, manuals.

A) General characteristics of machine.
B) Location of keys on machine.
C) Introduction to braille aid on cover.

II Startup and care of machine:
Mater ials

:

Versabraille, introduction tape.

A) Startup procedures.
1

.

Format ing

.

2

.

Loading

.

B) Care instructions of machine and tapes.
C) Practice in formatting tapes.

Ill Basic reading functions:
Materials : Versabraille, introduction tape.

A) Storage method-index, page, chapter.
B) Reading tapes with move commands.
C) Practice in reading articles on tape.

IV Basic writing functions:
Materials : Versabraille, blank tapes.

A) Things to consider for storing information:
size, naming, organization.

B) Writing functions.
C) Write a two page article with paragraphs.

V Basic editing functions:
Mater ials

:

Versabraille, two previously completed
ass ignment s

.

A) Theory discusion of terms used.
B) Tools: cursor, delete, insert.
C) Basic functions of deleting, inserting and overstrike.
D) Practice in editing documents.

VI Advance techniques in searching and writing:
Mater ials

:

Versabraille and tape.

A) Random location techniques.
B) Deleting portions of a page.
C) Chord functions for keys.
D) Create a document using chord functions only.
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SECTION SIX

EVALUATION FORMS AND PROCEDURES

The purpose of the evaluation form is to provide written feedback on
the client's ability and performance in using computers and access
devices for vocational purposes. This report is used to support or
negate the choice of data access occupations as a viable vocational
goal. Recommendations for specific device use are also stated.

Three copies of the evaluation report are made: one for the client,
one for the client's counselor, and one for the client's folder kept
at Project CABLE. Other counselors, consultants assisting in
placement and employers may have access to the report on approval from
the c lient

.

EVALUATION OF ASSESSMENT COURSE:

Evaluation of a client's use of the various adaptive equipment
is divided into three areas: use of speech devices, use of large print
devices and use of braille devices. Clients are assessed on devices
they can access with a variety of software in the following areas:

-Start-up
-Disk/tape loading
-Keyboard use
-Ability to discuss purpose of device with software
-Special command use
-Use of documentation

As mentioned earlier, evaluative information is obtained by
quantitative methods that include various tests and activities in
which a product is obtained, and by observation means in which
personal skills are assessed. The following areas are observed or
tested and graded on:

MOBILITY-all clients are given an orientation to the grounds
and classroom. This rating is based on their ability to learn
the site and travel in it independently.

ORGANIZATIONAL SKILLS-c 1 ient ' s ability to use materials such
as documentation, tapes, headphones in a productive fashion.

COMPUTER EASE-discussed with students at end of course to get
their feelings on how easy or difficult it was for them to

utilize computers.

MEMORY, READING COMPREHENSION, VOCABULARY, and LOGIC-are
determined with performance on Pace exams.

MULTIPLE TASK-observed ability to perform work simulated
act ivit ie s

.
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DEXTERITY-keyboard skills and typing test performance.

(Appendix D)

EVALUATION OF TRAINING COURSE :

The following areas are observed and rated for evaluation on
client's effectiveness in using the device.

Task requirements:
1. Start-up procedures.
2. Communications parameter setting.
3. Cable connections-keyboard, printer, direct and acoustic
modems

.

4. Files and their definition.
5. File naming, and calling.
6. File back-up procedures.
7. Media handling procedures.

Device operations:
1. Meaning and operation of all normal key functions and
commands, i . e . , ed it ing , inserting, deleting, and cursor
movement

.

2. Syntax and the meaning of special display commands, i.e.,
speech commands, read commands, braille review commands, etc.

3. Functions of special display choices, i.e., alternate
speech rules, pitch control, redefining pronunciation,
redefining character.

Again, a block plan is used to track a client's progression
and note areas that will need further training. Areas of difficulty
may be re-taught if time permits and supplemental materials like audio
taped instructions and additional literature will be given to the
client to enhance learning. At the end of the course, the client is

tested on his/her ability to independently utilize the device for a

day .

The final report rates the client's ability to utilize the
equipment in the above areas. Also documented is the ability to
remember commands or create notes for reference, independent use of
the system and trouble shooting ability in case of system problems.
Recommendations are included to note areas in which the client may
need assistance or further training at the job site.

DISCUSSION OF EVALUATION WITH CLIENT:

Client evaluations are completed on the last day of the
program so that a final meeting between instructor annd client can be
arranged. The instructor reviews each portion of the evaluation with
the client, emphasizing ability within each area. During this time,
the instructor and client discuss the device that was most effectively
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used.

The client is also requested to write an evaluation of the
program. The information obtained is used to monitor the programs
effectiveness and make needed changes. For example, many clients have
noted that more equipment, especially IBM's and software, was needed.
Hence we have and continue to make great efforts in acquiring these
materials. (Appendix E)

PRIVACY ISSUE AND THE EVALUATION FORM:

In order to insure privacy to the client, the bottom of the
evaluation form contains a confidentiality note t

the report may not be shared. To release
report we have all clients sign a release form. This enables us
send copies of the report to others who may have input into a client'
education, vocational training or employment. All those desirin
copies of the report must send their requests to Project CABLE.

o the reader that
copies of the evaluation

us to
s

g
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SECTION SEVEN

EQUIPMENT

From the very beginning of the project, the steering committeei J. V 111 U *1 *- V \- 1. J W^^ iUUAU^ Vi. WWW ^JLVJWWUj W 11 V. O^^^LJ-Ll^ V,WLUUlXl_l.C<3

took upon itself the task of looking at and evaluating computers and
access devices that should be utilized within the program. The

With the award of grant monies, the buying process began, as

well as the influx of donations from various computer companies. At
the end of our first year the following hardware and software were
acquired :

HARDWARE

BY PURCHASE:
1. Apple HE sytems with Echo II voice (4)
2. VisualTek large print display system (1)
3. Versabraille system (1)
4. Cranmer Modified Perkins Brailler (1)
5. Brother Electronic Typewriter (1)
6. Eagle He Word/processor (2)
7. Viewscan Text System (1)
8. IBM PC system (2)
9. Professional Vert (1)
10. Gemini Printer (1)

BY DONATION:

1. Maryland Computer System ITS (1) from the Carroll Center
2. Honeywell Infowriter Word Processor (1) from Honeywell
3. Digital Rainbow system with DECTalk (1) purchased with a 50% grant
from the Digital Equipment Corporation

ON LOAN:
1. Mystic Valley Large Print System
2. Vert 6000
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SOFTWARE

BY PURCHASE:
1. Braille-Edit II

2. INFO talking data base
3. Documents talking word processor
4. Computers Etc. finacial package
5. Computers Etc. games package
6. PC-WRITE

BY DONATION:
1. Maryland Computer manual disks
2. Maryland Computer program disks
3. PC Speak
4. Dollars and Sense
5. Bankstreet Writer

TAPES

1. BAUD subscription
2. Personal Computers
3

.

A . A. R. tapes
4. Hadley tapes

Training on this equipment for the staff has been provided by

either training workshops, in-house instruction/demonstration or
hands-on learning with the assistance of manuals.

Emphasis should be placed on the use of manuals. Most of the
manuals that come with the devices are very technically oriented and
are often difficult to utilize. We have found it helpful to use the
system with the manual before the client arrives and write a revised
edition for instruction with command charts. The manual then becomes a

reference book while using the equipment.
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SECTION EIGHT

TEACHER TRAINING COURSE AND PROJECT BYTE

During the course of the year it became obvious to the Carroll
Center and the personnel of Project CABLE that the community was
viewing Project CABLE as more than just an assessment and training
center for computer access devices. In fact, it quickly became
apparent that, for the New England region and beyond, CABLE became THE
resource for information about computer access devices, computer
interface, for providing advice to parents, teachers and employers on
purchase and implementation and for providing support to students.

Increasing inquires from counselors of college-bound students,
revealed a big gap in the educational and vocational preparation
system. While the public schools sought to keep up with the pace of
technology in modern life, and bring computer education to their
students, visually impaired youngsters and their teachers were being
left behind

.

With the project income to be fed back into the program,the
Carroll Center decided to attempt to fill some of these needs by
developing a two-fold summer program . (Append ix F)

The first program was a graduate level course for teachers of
the visually impaired that focused on computer literacy and computer
access devices for their student population. The second part was a

computer camp for blind and visually impaired teenagers.

A separate steering committee was formed to include school
personnel for input about the format of the program.

TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAM:

This two week course was designed for teachers of the visually
impaired in public and private schools who wanted training in computer
technology. The program consists of a three-credit course in adaptive
microcomputer technology and a one-credit student teaching experience
in the computer camp.

Prer equis ites for training program :

All teachers were required to have some basic familiarity and
some hands-on experience with microcomputers. Because this
prerequisite was not strictly enforced, many teachers had too little
computer background. To alleviate this problem for next year, a pre-
program workshop will be held for those with no computer background.
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COURSE CURRICULUM

Project BYTE - Course Syllabus
ED8660 - Computer Technology for the Visually Impaired

This course was offered twice during the summer of 1984. It
carried 3 credits (arranged through Worcester State College) and was
held at EDCO Computer Center, housed in the Lincoln-Eliot School in
Newton, Massachusetts. Participants comprised teachers of the
visually impaired in public and private schools in Massachusetts,
Connecticut, New Hampshire and Vermont. The course combined an
introduction to computer science and BASIC programming with
applications training on computer hardware for the visually impaired.
Equipment consisted of Apple lie computers with voice output, braille
output and large print CRT devices. Students were required to
demonstrate proficiency not only in flowcharting, programming, and
other computer science skills but also proficiency in the use of the
four major adaptive devices: Echo II, Ver sabrail le , Cranmer/ Perkins
Brailler, and Visualtek DP-10. Grades in this course were based on
the following:

1. Midterm exam: 20%
2. Final exam: 30%
3. Homework assignments: 30%
4. Use of special equipment: 20%

Texts :

Computers Today , Sanders
Bas ic Programming Primer . Waite & Pardee (or equivilent)
Handouts

July 30 , 1984 Monday
8:30 - 10:30 (with 5-min. break) Lecture.

Brief history of computers and their applications
Storage concepts
BASIC: Assignment and naming of variables; NEW, INPUT and PRINT

statements; use of quote marks, semicolon and comma

10:30 - 10:45 Break

10:45 - 12:45: Special Equipment Lab
Introduction to the Apple lie;
Program writing on the Apple; printing out.
Introduction to Echo II; installation of card and system set-up;

control of speech parameters.

July 31. 1984 Tuesday
8:30 - 10:30 Lecture (with 5-min. break)

Jargon: bit, byte, cycle time, ASCII and EBCDIC codes, files, hex,
b inar y , etc .

BASIC: GOTO statement; more on naming of variables, reserved
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words; string and numeric variables; hierarchy of execution

10:30 - 10:45 Break

10:45 - 12:45 Special Equipment Lab
Braille Edit and its use on an Apple; use of BOOT, MAIN, and DATA

disks to set system configurations. Writing and storing text
files

.

Echo II: creation of spelling test; creation and editing of text;
further voice commands

Aug. 1^ 1984
8

Wednesday
Lecture (with 5-min. break)30 - 10:30

Hookup of ink printers and printing out of programs; PR#
statements

Program structure; more on REM; testing the boundaries
IF. . . THEN statement
Relational operators: equals, less than, greater than,

to, greater than or equal to, etc.
More on use of comma and semicolon
Flowcharting

10:30 - 10:45 Break

and LIST

not equal

10:45 - 12:45 Special Equipment Lab
Demonstration of Super Serial card; hookup and use of Votrax
Braille Edit: editing of text file; setting of configuration for

Ver saBrail le ; setting of configuration for Cranmer Perkins
Brail ler

Echo II: Introductory review of game software suitable for
visually impaired

Aug . 2 , 1984 Thursday
8:30 - 10:30 (with 5-min. break) Lecture.

Program control; operating systems, compilers; more on cycle times
Machine language; high level languages
Binary and hex notation; math operations in binary and hex;

conversions among decimal, binary and hex; conversions and
operations in other bases

More on storage; address registers; accumulators; machine- leve

1

program execution

10:30 - 10:45 Break

10:45 - 12:45 Special Equipment Lab
Ver saBrail le : Machine structure and applications; set-up; use as

stand-alone device; hookup to Apple; use with Braille Edit
Braille Edit: Grade II translations; braille printouts on the
Cranmer

.
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3 , 1984 Friday
8:30 - 10:30 (with 5-min. break) Lecture

Virtual machines and memory; paging
Data communications: RS-232 interface, baud rates,

para 1 le 1/ ser ia 1 , parity, duplex, MODEM
Algorithms: definition and examples
Tracing through a program: determining an unknown program's output
Loops
BASIC: FOR. ..NEXT statements

10:30 - 10:45 Break

10:45 - 12:45 Special equipment Lab
More games suitable for Echo II
Word-processing with Braille Edit.

Aug

.

6 a 1 984 Monday
8:30 - 9:30 Midterm Exam

9:30 - 9:45 Break

9:45 - 10:30 Lecture
BASIC: READ. ..DATA statements
ASCII: Introductory remarks on its use in programming.

10:30 - 10:45 Break

10:45 - 12:45 Special Equipment Lab
Visualtek DP-10: Set-up, interfacing with Apple lie, control

rout ines

Aug . 7 , 1984 Tuesday
8:30 - 10:30 (with 5-min. break) Lecture

Review of midterm; clearing up of questions and issues thus far.
More on data communications: phone line transmissions, networks

10:30 - 10:45 Break

10:45 - 12:45 Special Equipment Lab
Other large print software
Apple graphics; graphics hardcopy with Cranmer Perkins Brailler
Compiling disks for classroom use

Aug. 8 , 1984 Wednesday
8:30 - 10:30 (with 5-min. break) Lecture

More on character variables; guarding a program against input
errors

BASIC: ASC, VAL, LEFT$, RIGHT$, MID$, LENGTH, CHR$ statements;
cone atena t ion

10:30 - 10:45 Break
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10:45 - 12:45 Special Equipment Lab
VersaBraille word-processing

Aug . 9. 1984 Thursday
8:30 - 10:30 (with 5-min. break) Lecture

Physics and programming of speech output: signal analyzers,
pattern recognition, comparators

Artificial intelligence and robotics: engineering vs. modelling
approach, heuristics, survey of current "expert systems"
(ELIZA, BARI, STUDENT, DENDRAL)

10:30 - 10:45 Break

10:45 - 12:45 Special Equipment Lab
Demo of Kurzweil Machine and its hookup to Apple and VersaBraille.
More of preparation of disks for classroom use; creating and

formatting an ECHO disk.

Aug . 10 , 1984 Friday
8:30 - 10:00 Miscellaneous leftover material; answering questions.

10:00 - 10:15 Break

10:15 - 12:00 Final Exam

compiled by

:

Richard Connors, Project Director
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PROJECT BYTE

Deve lopment

:

The camp developed out of our perception that visually
impaired children in the public schools were being left behind their
sighted classmates in computer education because they could not read
the CRT screens and school personnel did not have the knowledge or
equipment to deal with the problem. The purpose of the Computer Camp,
then, was to offer blind and visually impaired students an opportunity
to learn about computers and access equipment so that they would be

prepared to participate in computer courses in their local schools.

Out-of-state students were housed and fed at the Carroll
Center and took part in a number of recreational activities.
Dormitory and recreational supervision was done by Carroll Center
staff and a Boston College graduate student in their Visually Impaired
program. The mobility level of the residential students, fortunately,
was quite high

.

There was a 3 to 1 student /teacher ratio and enough equipment
so that each student had his own computer and adaptive system. We
attempted to group students according to their computer experience,
visual abilities and needs. A student might work with the
VersaBraille group one day, for example, but with the advanced
programming group the next.

Sessions were 3 1/2 hours. Although some students complained
that they did not get enough computer time, this seems to have been
mostly a function of their voracious appetite for it - NO amount of
time would have been enough for some. Since each student had his own
machine for this entire period, the amount of computer time was surely
adequate. They had to be almost literally dragged away from the
machines at recess and close of day.

Instructors were Master's level teachers of the visually
impaired, each with several years of teaching experience and
additional training in computer education. One was a professor of
software engineering at Boston University. He was assigned the
advanced students and tutored them in programming in addition to their
work on the machines. Much of this tutorial time was devoted to
issues of program "documentation" and program structure. We avoided
getting into non-BASIC languages in favor of trying to develop good
program writing habits. Teaching staff was:

Lynne Albright, Ph.D. (ABD)
Harpal Dhama , Ph.D. (Cand.)
Barbara Fragopoulos, M.Ed.
Ronald Ritter, M. Ed.

How the Camp Operated
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The microcomputers we used were all Apple lie's. Adaptive
equipment included Echo II's (speech output devices); Visualtek DP-
10's (large print display processors for low vision work);
Versabraille and Cranmer-Perkins Brailler (soft-copy and hard-copy
braille output devices). Software included many examples of games to
develop familiarity with the machines, especially the Echo II's, and
three word-processing programs: Braille Edit, Documents, and Bank
Street Writer.

The first day of camp began with some exploratory time until
the best or most appropriate access device for each student was
identified. Later sessions were spent introducing students to
equipment and programs which they might want to use in the future.
Most of the time was spent learning to use specific devices and
programs

.

Students ranged from sixth grade through high school, and most
had little or no computer experience. Most of the campers were
totally blind or severely visually limited. All of the campers
required special access equipment for some or all of their computer
time .

As there was a computer for each student, they could spend all
of their time actually using the machines or receiving related
instruction. Each session had two time blocks for different types of
instruction, with free time at the end for projects or computer games.
This time was also used for printing braille and print copies or for
making copies of programs. Instruction for campers varied depending
on interest, need and degree of visual impairment. The primary
devices and programs are described below.

1 . Brail le Edit : Most students received some instruction in the
use of this word-processing program for the Apple. Braille students
learned to do Grade II translations and make braille copies on the
Cranmer Modified Perkins Brail lewr iter ("Perky"), as well as print
copies. Students enjoyed writing stories and letters to their
families and friends. One camper with a summer job developed her
schedule. Thank you letters were written to teachers and the staff of
the EDCO Computer Center where the camp was held.

3 . Echo II : All the students used the Echo II in a variety of
ways. It was used with Braille Edit for learning BASIC programming
and for computer games. For some totally blind students, the Echo was
the primary output. The visually impaired students often used the
Echo as secondary output along with the regular screen. Campers had
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little difficulty adjusting to the speech of the Echo II during input
mode. When using the Echo II with games or text reading, some
orientation was essential. Many of the totally blind campers became
very proficient in moving the cursor, proof-reading and correcting.

4

.

LOGO : Most of the campers with vision learned to program with
LOGO. Larger monitors were used - 19" monitors from closed circuit
television reading systems. Some students used the DP-10 to enlarge
the screen during the program writing phases. The magnification
feature had to be turned off before viewing the drawing, but these
diagrams were large enough without the magnification.

5

.

BASIC : A number of the students received some instruction in
BASIC. Introduction to beginning commands

,

such as those taught in
pre-credit computer courses , he lps these students to participate with
classmates, as well as provides them with a general understanding of
how computer programs work. A few students with prior programming
experience learned new programming procedures to use with the new
adaptive devices.

6 . Bank Sreet Writer/ Spe Her : One student (with a learning
disability) had a specific need to learn a word-processing program
with a spelling checker before entering college in the fall. She
received instruction in the Bank Street Writer using the 19" monitor
from the DP-10. The Bank Street Writer cannot be enlarged, as binary
files rather than text files are used, although magnification was
possible when reading program instructions and directions.

7

.

Computer Games : Most of the disks used were public domain
games that had been modified for use with the Versabraille or Echo II.
Some games were also played on the DP-10 or the LPC. A number of
campers with fairly recent vision loss enjoyed the Audio Braille game.

8

.

Cranmer Mod if ied Perkins Brail ler : The Perky was used as a

printer for Grade II materials prepared with the Braille Edit program
and to print out computer programs in computer braille. Students
learned to use the Perky independently and were very pleased that they
were able to obtain their own copies.
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SECTION NINE

FIRST-YEAR STATISTICS

The following is a numeric list of all those individuals who
requested and were sent information and the number of those who
returned their applications to us. Of those who applied, over half
were assessed or trained in the program, with 35 percent remaining to
be served .

Individuals who received applications 126
Individual's applications returned 98
Course I clients served 31
Course II clients served 13
Clients pre-screened and
scheduled for second year 37

Hands-on demonstrations were given to a number of individuals
who used the equipment for a short period of time (under half a day).
For the most part, these were consumers who were deciding which
equipment to purchase for their needs. Others also included were
rehabilitation professionals.

Hands-on demonstrations:
Consumers 21
Service Providers 26

Others 1 (from Finland)

General information tours were provided to consumers,
rehabilitation professionals, corporate personnel and guests from
England, France and Japan.

Informational Tours... 9

These next groupings list the teachers and students who
participated in Project BYTE during the summer.

Teachers Trained:
Massachusetts 12
Connecticut 2

New Hampshire 2

Vermont 2

The students' ages ranged from 12 to 19, with the bulk of them
clustering at 12 and 16.

BYTE students:
Massachusetts 12
Connecticut 4

New Hampshire 1
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EMPLOYMENT STATUS

Since our target population had as its first priority to

serve clients with a vocational goal, we have compiled statistics on
the placement of clients in jobs or schools. During the course of
year two, we hope to add information on job retention and use of
computers and adaptive devices by these clients.

ASSESSMENT CLIENTS

NUMBER OF CLIENTS
EMPLOYMENT FIELD WITHIN FIELD

College students using devices
to assist in studies 4

College students studying
computer sc ie nee /programming 7

Receptionist/Secretary 4

Hospital Technician 2

Quality Assurance Tester of
computer parts 1

Self- employed 1

Sales 1

Seeking employment 10
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TRAINING CLIENTS

EMPLOYMENT FIELD
NUMBER OF CLIENTS

WITHIN FIELD

College students using
devices in studies....

College students studying
computer programming.....

Computer programmer

New England Telephone Representative.

Realtor

Social Security Claims Representative

Self- employed

Bank of Boston employee

Wang lab employee

Medical Secretary

Technician
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This is to confirm that we have received your request for admission to

the Computer Access Program at The Carroll Center For the Blind.

We must remind you that it will be necessary for you to contact your
rehabilitation counselor and inform her/him of your application if you
intend to apply through a state agency.

The application process for this program will involve:

(1) Completing the enclosed application form and returning it in the
provided envelope; and

(2) A personal interview with a member of The Carroll Center staff
which will be arranged after the written application has been
received .

The current restriction of the program will only allow us to service
one to three clients at a time so you should expect a short delay
until space is available.

Thank you for your patience and cooperation.

Sincerely ,

G. Thomas Plew
Project Director
Computer Access Program

GTP/ms

Enc s .
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APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION
COMPUTER ACCESS PROGRAM

Name Date

Addres s :

Te lephone : Circle Communication Method
Audio Braille Large Print

Please answer the following questions. If you need more space,
attach additional pages.

1. Have you been involved in other vocational rehabilitation pro
grams? Yes No

If yes, list program(s), place(s), and date(s).

2. Are you employed? Yes No

If yes, list the type of employment.

3. Are you applying through a state agency? Yes No

If yes, give agency and rehabilitation counselor's name.

4. Will you need housing to attend? Yes No

5. Give your reasons for applying to this program -- detail your ex'

pectations, goals and some background information. Write at
one page on this subject.
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The Carroll Center for the Blind A-3
770 Centre Street

Newton, Massachusetts 02158-2597

Mr. George Thomas Plew, Project Director

Telephone ; (617) 969-6200

PROJECT CABLE FACT SHEET

COURSE I COMPUTER ASSESSMENT INVENTORY:

This is a two week assessment of current level of functioning in:
- communication skills applied to job performance.
- arithmetic skills applied to job performance.
- spelling and typing evaluation.
- auditory memory evaluation.
- simulations involving telephone interaction skills with

live caller.
- ability to write brief memoranda such as would be taken

by a message center.
- hands-on evaluation, which will include:

. brief exposure to each generic type of equipment
to enable the client to make a preliminary
device choice.

. Training in the device including keyboard, minimal
start-up and printer operation procedures.

. Simple data access simulations using an information
system and prestored queries.

. data entry or change using an information system.

PREREQUISITES FOR COURSE I:

1. Accurate keyboard skills.

2. Good spelling skills.

3. Reasonable communication and reasoning skills.

4. Basic arithmetic ability as appropriate.

5. Ability to travel independently.

6. Low vision examination if appropriate.

7. Traihess in the program will be required to dress as if they were
appearing at a work site.

FEES:

Tuition fees. $600/week minus $300/week federal subsidy = $300.00
Room and Board : On a space available basis — $75.00/week.
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COURSE II OPERATOR TRAINING PROGRAM :

This course will vary in length from one to three weeks. Training
will be on one specific device for use as a computer access tool in an
identified job. Curricula for this course will include a brief
computer literacy discussion followed by programs designed around the
operator manuals.

Task requirements:
1. Start-up procedures.
2. Communications parameters settings .

3. Cable connections- keyboard, printer, direct and acoustic modems
4. Files and their definitions.
5. File naming and calling.
6. File back-up procedures.
7. Media handling procedures.

Device Operations:
1. Meaning and operation of all normal key functions, and commands,

i.e., editing, inserting, deleting, and cursor movement.
2. Syntax and the meaning of special display commands, i.e.,

speech commands, peruse commands, braille review commands, etc.
3. Functions of special display choices, i.e. alternate speech rules,

pitch control, redefining pronunciation, redefining characters.

PREREQUISITES:
Course I or its demonstrated equivalent.

FEES:

See above.

CONTACT PERSONS:
MCB: Neil Murray 617-727-5550 x 231
CCB: Thomas Plew 617-969-6200 MASS TOLL FREE 1-800 852-3131

January 1984.
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ENTRY SCREENING TEST

ARITHMETIC SKILLS

Addition -- Add the following sums.

1. 34 2. 45 3. 371 4. 37 5. 57 6. 847
54 23 28 29 35 58

7. 35 8. 301 9. 55
48 572 62
79 648 39

78

Subtraction -- Subtract the following numbers.

1. 48 2. 56 3. 847 4. 82 5. 94 6. 745
37 24 235 26 75 326

7. 72 8. 96 9. 32
58 37 7

Multiplication — Multiply the following numbers

1 . 10 X 10 = 6. 1000 X 5 =

2. 600 X 6 = 7. 30 X 40 =

3. 70 X 20 = 8. 24 X 2 =

4. 13 X 3 = 9. 92 X 4 =

5. 83 X 6 = 10. 73 X 3 =

Division -- Divide the following numbers.

6. 90 / 6

7. 56 / 4

8. 95 / 6

9. 93 / 2

10. 77 / 11

Mixed Number Exercises -- Answer the following questions

1. If a number is odd, then it can never be divided by:
a. 3 b.l c.2 d.5 e.7

1. 57 / 3 =

2. 84/3 =

3. 97 / 8 =

4. 87 / 4 =

5. 100 / 3 =
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2. Which of the following are consecutive even numbers?
a. 2,3,4,5 b. 32,34,36 c. 1,3,5
d. .1 ,.2, .3 e. 1,1.5,2

3. 65% is equivalent to which of the following?
a. 65 b. 6.5 c. .65 d . .065 e. .0065

4. Add 1/3, .2 and .75. What does it equal?
a. 5.25 b. 1.3 c. 4/15
d. .1275 e. 77/60

5. A shirt costs 3.75. If Jay buys three shirts, how much change
does he get from a twenty dollar bill?

a. 8.75 b. 9.00 c. 9.25
d. 9.50 e. 9.75

6. 4/9 + 1/9 =

a. 5/9 b. .25 c. 3/4 d. .1 e. 7.2

7. A certain business had a profit of 10,000.00. If it paid 20% of
its profit in taxes, how much tax did it pay?

a. 2,000.00 b. 200.00 c. 20.00
d. 2.00 e. 222.22

SPELLING SKILLS

Spell the following words.

1

.

carrot
2

.

accept
3

.

ang le
4

.

exceed
5. gift
6

.

mail
7

.

stamina
8

.

water
9. delete

READING COMPREHENSION SKILLS

Listen to the following story and answer the questions that follow.

There is a plant that lives on small flies and other insects that it

catches in a trap of its own. It is called the pitcher plant because
of the shape of its leaf. A fly is tempted by the sticky liquid on
the sides to crawl down the pitcher-shaped leaf. When he has eaten a

good meal and is ready to fly home, he finds that the top of the leaf
is too narrow to let him spread his wings. Also on the sides there
are little hairs, all pointing downward, and these keep him from
crawling out. He clings to the leaf until he grows tired and must at
last fall to the bottom of the pitcher plant, which is often partly
filled with water. Here he must either starve to death or drown.

10. equal ly
11. loose
12. occur
13. dull
14. receive
15. return
16. quie t

17 . bureau
18. shift
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Then the plant feeds upon the body.

1. The pitcher plant feeds upon ...

a. leaves b. insects
c. sticky liquid d. little hairs

2. The plant's name comes from ...

a. shape of leaves b. hairs
c. sticky liquid d. way it eats

3. The fly is tempted by the ...
a. hairs b. shape of leaf
c. color of leaf c. sticky liquid

4. The fly crawls down the leaf in order to ...

a . play b . f ly
c. eat c. walk

5. The bottom of the plant often has ...

a. hairs b. leaves
c . water d . dirt

6

.

The fly finally . . .

a. flies out b. dies
c. crawls out d. eats way out

7. The plant ...

a. helps the fly crawl out
b. keeps the fly from dying
c. helps the fly to fly out
d. feeds upon the fly's body

TYPING SKILLS

Take a one minute test on the following text.

Boy, have we had excitement in school today. While I was
taking my quiz in history, fire broke out in the lab in room 39.
Smoke spread into the hall and the adjacent rooms 38 and 40 in a

hurry .

Then the fire alarm rang, and out we went in a rush, taking
just 2 minutes to empty the place. The blaze was out in 2 minutes,
too; we went back to class. We did not finish the quiz. You might
say that we were saved by the fire bell, I guess.

Take a three minute test on the following text.

Many writers have tried to copy or equal the writing style of
Mark Twain. No one yet has been successful. It seems to be next to
impossible to catch the spirit with which he wrote, or just the right
touch of twinkle in his sly humor.

In some fields of work, it is a good idea to select the top
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man in the field and study him, to determine what he did to become
what he is. Such analysis tells you what you may have to do, or do
without, to match his marked success by your own.

But this plan does not work when you turn to writing for a

career. Oh, a study of the working habits and tricks of the trade of
good authors is helpful in a technical way, that's true. But the
roadway is rocky, and only when you have paved it with the embers of
many manuscripts is it smooth.
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THE CARROLL CENTER FOR THE BLIND

Client Information

NAME:
ADDRESS:

TEL:
NEXT OF KIN:
TEL:
REFERRING WORKER:

DOB: AGE:
SOC. SEC. #:

MED. INSURANCE:

DE VE PAT
DATE OF ENTRY

MEDICAL HISTORY: VISION
Cause of Blindness :

Degree: OD OS.

Prognos is :

00

Medicat ions :

Surgery/ Treatments

:

Functional Vis ion Assessment

Low Vis ion Aids

:

Age at Onset of B lindnes s -

MEDICAL
diabetic

HISTORY GENERAL

Current Hea 1th
Excellent Good Fair

Current Diagnos is

:

Medications

:

Al lerg ies :

Spec ial Diet

Condition
Poor

Diabet ic

:

Non-

Other Medical Problems
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EDUCATION: Grade Completed: 123456789 10 11 12

Spec ial Educat ion

:

Vocat iona 1 Educat ion

:

Other :

Educational Limits:

B-6

12 3 4

Future Educational Goals ?

Emp loyment

Most Recent Emp loyment

From to

Source of Income

Volunteer Work/Hobb ies

Reason Terminated

Rehabil itat ion Training

OSM PM C Guide Dog.

GOALS
Referring Worker ' s

:

Client ' s :

REPORTS AVAILABLE PRIOR TO ADMISSION
Medical Ophthalmo log ical Aud iologica 1 Psychiatr ic Psycho logical.
O/M Low Vision Special Education Other

Cane Authorization

Occ luder Author izat ion

:
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INTERVIEWER'S OBSERVATIONS;
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WORK HISTORY INTERVIEW OUTLINE

Please list the employers for whom you have worked, starting with the mosi
recent .

A. Name of employers and/or company Address/ Phone

B. Job Title

C . Supervisor :

D. Specific Work Tasks:

1.

2.

3.

E. Machines, Tools, Equipment & Work Aids Needed to Perform Job.

1.

2.

3.

Work-related Information

1. Please list any hobbies you have:

2. What is your vocational goal?
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Name

:

1. EXPECTATIONS OF COURSE;

2. CLIENT'S IDEAS ON THE FUTURE USES OF ACCESS DEVICES;

3. MODE OF COMMUNICATION:
BRAILLE AUDIO LARGE PRINT

4. RESIDENT-UNDERSTANDS RULES AND REGULATIONS EXPECTED OF GUEST

COMMUTE

5. LIMITATIONS INTO SCHEDULING INTO CABLE

6. IF CLIENT OF AGENCY:

I give permission to the Computer Access Program at The Carroll Center For
the Blind to obtain any forms from my referring agency that they feel
necessary for enrollment in the program.

Signed

:

Date :
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CURRICULUM BLOCK PLANS

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

COMPLETED X SCORE
X OR
X COMMENTS
X

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
ORIENTATION TO X

CARROLL CENTER X

$Tff
X
nn^

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
r 1 LL OU T y

MEDICAL FORM X

TMT
X
n
X
Tn
XXXXXXXXXXXXX™

1W IKU 10 APPLE IIE y
DISK WITH SIGHTED READER X

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
APPLE WITH TEXTALKER X

X
- SEC DEMO (sec demo disk) X

X
- MEMORY (entry disk) X

X
- SPELLING TEST (textalker disk) X

(word list-"RON M
) X

X
- DUNGEONS OF THE GODS X

(entry disk) X

TMT
X
n
X
Tn

X
^A

XXX
^
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX^

1N1R0 TO BRAILLE-EDIT X
- WRITE x

X
- READ x

X
- EDIT x

(control- D,I,N,B,F,0,R) X
X

- PRINT x
X

- SAVE x

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
SECOND ATTEMPT x

BRAILLE-EDIT X

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
STUDENT NAME - \ _

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
COMPUTER ACCCESS / CLIENT MEDICAL INFORMATION

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

NAME: STUDENT NAME

ADDRESS

ZIP

PHONE:

NEXT OF KIN:

NEXT OF KIN - PHONE:

D.O.B. :

TYPE OF MEDICAL INSURANCE:

INSURANCE #:

MEDICATIONS:

DIABETIC ?

MAJOR MEDICAL PROBLEMS:

C.A.BL.E. PARTICIPATION DATES:

Xerox this page - give original to Nurse
- keep copy in our files

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X

COMPLETED X SCORE
X OR
X COMMENTS
X

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X

DICTATED X
TYPING TEST X

ON BRAILLE-EDIT X
X

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
X X

PACE EXAMS- on tape X X feedback
X X given

- SYNONYMS X % X
x X

- READING COMP. X % X
x X

- DEDUCTIVE REASONING X % X
x — --X

- SEQUENCE OF EVENTS X % X
x X

- GENERAL KNOWLEDGE X % X
x X

(record answers on BRAILLE-EDIT) X X
X X

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
AUDIO TAPES X
- PERSONAL COMPUTERS TAPE X
- A.A.R. VOICE OUTPUT (optional) X
- PRIMER TAPE X
- BAUD DISK DRIVE — X
- HADLEY MICRO INTRO 1 X
- HADLEY MICRO INTRO 2 X
- HADLEY MICRO INTRO 3 X

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
INTRO TO VERSABRAILLE (stand alone) X

- FORMAT X
X

- CHAPTERS X
X

- WRITE X
X

- READ X
X

- EDIT X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

STUDENT NAME - 2 -

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X

COMPLETED X SCORE
X OR
X COMMENTS
X

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
VERSABRAILLE X

AS AN APPLE TERMINAL X
X

- DUNGEONS X
- BANK X

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
X

INTRO TO TEXTALKER X
REVIEW MODE COMMANDS X

X

X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
TEXTALKER REVIEW MODE FOR: X

- MANUAL 1

X
- MANUAL 2

X
- BANK

X
- TELE

X
- PHONE LIST

X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
INTRO TO I.T.S. COMPUTER X

X
- D.O.S.

X
- MANUALS

X
- PROGRAMS

X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
READY EXERCISES #1 & 2 X

X
Instructor dictate accounts X

to enter, read, delete X
using BANK program X

X

Type Business letter from X
Ready Exercises tape X
use Braille-Edit X

X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

STUDENT NAME - 3 -

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
COMPLETED X SCORE

X OR
X COMMENTS

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
INTRO TO DECTalk, using Rainbow X

computer with Talking Word Processor X

X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
INTRO TO VISUALTEK X

LARGE PRINT MONITOR X
X

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
INTRO TO MYSTIC VALLEY X

LARGE PRINT MONITOR X
X

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
INTRO TO VIEWSCAN TEXT SYSTEM X

- PORTABLE COMPUTER X
- CAMERA READER X

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
INTRO TO X

IBM PC with PRO VERT X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
WRITE AN EVALUATION X

(using Braille Edit) X
-LIKES -DISLIKES -IMPROVEMENTS X

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
DISCUSS FINAL REPORT X

X
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
DISCUSS WITH STUDENT: WAIVER FORM X

(have student sign form) X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
ALL ACTIVITIES LISTED BELOW ARE OPTIONAL: DO ONLY IF EXTRA TIME

- TEXTALKER DISKS X
- GAMES DISK X
- EDUCATON DISK X

X
- COMPUTER AIDS DISKS X

- DOCUMENTS X
- INFO X

X
- INTRO TO B.A.S.I.C. PROGRAMMING X

X
- FREE REVIEW X

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
STUDENT NAME - 4 -

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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****************************************************************
*
*

DISCUSS (WITH CLIENT) EQUIPMENT PREFERENCES *
*

*
*

****************************************************************

EQUIPMENT PREFERENCE NOTES (for final report)

****************************************************************

STUDENT NAME - 5-

****************************************************************
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EVALUATION REPORT

NAME: R.C.

DATE OF EVALUATON: 9/06/84

DATE OF PARTICIPATON: 8/20 - 8/31 1984

EVALUATOR(S) : RONALD RITTER

NOTE: The information contained in this report is confidential and is
provided to you as a service of the Computer Access Program of the
Carroll Center for the Blind. Do not share this report or portions
thereof with any other organization. If the enclosed information is
desired by another organization, or must be provided for particular
reasons, such requests should be sent to:

Computer Access Program
Carroll Center for the Blind
770 Centre Street
Newton, MA 02158

Ronald Ritter, Project Instructor
(617) 969-6200 or (617) 332-9054
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USE OF EQUIPMENT EVALUATION SHEET

VersaBrail le

Act ivity
Placement of keys
Text access keys
Advance/backup keys
Brail le keys
Use selection keys
Startup key & port

Turnon procedures
Preparing tapes for use
Retrieving text
Reading using forward/back keys
Writing without editing

Intro

X
X
X
X

Can
use

Needs
work

COMMENTS ON CLIENT'S ACTIVITY
RC does not use Braille, he has adequate functional vision

to use Large Print output. He was only introduced to this machine.
s ion

Apple with Echo II sythesizer

Act ivity
1. Keyboard Setup

Character keys
Cursor keys
Control keys

2. Use of disk drive
3. Turnon procedures
4. Activating Speech
5

.

Review Screen
Control L

Top of screen
Line Reading
Word Reading
Spe 1 ling
Exit

Intro .

Can
use

Needs
work

X X
X X
X X

X X
X X

X X
X X
X X
X X
X X
X X

COMMENTS ON CLIENT'S ACTIVITY
RC was a very capable user of the Apple computer with speech.

He was able to understand the Echo II speech and use it independently
with many programs. He remembered and used the screen review mode
with no problems. He was very successful with a speech oriented
word processing program.
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USE OF EQUIPMENT EVALUATION SHEET (CONTINUED)

MCS Information Through Speech

D-3

Act ivity
1

.

Keyboard
Character keys
Function keys
Cursor movement keys
Speech keys

2. Use of disk drives
3. Turnon procedures
4. Reading Screen

Line Reading
Word Reading
Spe 1 ling
Page reading

COMMENTS ON CLIENT'S ACTIVITY
RC was able to us this device for data entry and text

reading. He was able to understand the differences between
this device and the Apple with Echo II (above). Above average
keyboard speed .

Intro .

X

Can
use

X

Needs
work

X X
X X

X X
X X
X X

X X
X X
X X
X X

Act ivity
Screen Control Pad
Joys t ick
Line Mask
Size Contro 1

Pos/neg Control
Cursor Control

Turnon procedures
Reading Procedures

Visualtek Large Print Device (if applicable)
Can

Intro . use

X

X
X

Needs
work

COMMENTS ON CLIENT'S ACTIVITY
RC used this device quite well, with little assistance

required. He was able to efficiently use the x2 magnification
position, with a variety of programs.
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PERSONAL EVALUATION REPORT

NOTE: the following areas are scored on a scale of 1 to 5 signifying
1 = Poor with amount of work to arrive at adequate unknown
2 = Below adequate with substantial remedial work necessary
3 = Below adequate with minimal remedial work necessary
4 = Adequate in skills for general computer access
5 = Above adequate skills for computer access type employment

pertinent facts that were used to derive the rating follow each
area

.

AREA SCORE

Mobility 5

RC has a large amount of functional vision. He is
able to travel with no assistance.

Organizational Skills
Very well organized. RC was able to place equipment in

very usable and practical locations.

Computer Ease & Interest
Very enthusiastic and dedicated to mastery of machine.

Memory Skills
RC is able to remember directions, sequences of

numbers, names, etc . extreme ly well. In job simulations,
RC was able to remember zip codes and phone numbers,
after only one short presentation of the number.

Reading Comprehension Skills
Above average reading comprehension skills on audio tasks.

Vocabulary & Grammar Skills
Above average vocabulary and grammar skills
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PERSONAL EVALUATION REPORT (CONTINUED)

D-5

Multiple Task Skills
Performed very well on simultaneous -unrelated tasks

Dexterity
Performs very well on tasks requiring small motor abilities-

sort ing-keyboarding

Logical Reasoning Skills
Performs well in logical reasoning tasks. Can logically

organize events and tasks very well.

Clerical Skills
Very well organized. Above average keyboard skills.

Excellent memory.
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EVALUATOR'S COMMENT REPORT

NOTE: This area is provided for the evaluator to give general
interpretative feedback concerning the client and his/her progress in

the evaluation portion of the computer access program. In this
section you should find helpful information concerning not only the
interpretation of client's progress and skills but some information
about general attitudes, personalities and attributes that could
affect the person's ability to perform in different environments.
Please note that this is an interpretation and may be affected by
circumstances not readily apparent to the interpreter.

RC would be a welcome addition to any work place. His
enthusiastic manner is very ingratiating. He has an enjoyable sense
of humor and a positive attitude. He enjoys using the computer access
devices. He persists at a task until he is confident that he has
mastered that task. He is able to tolerate less than ideal situations,
when required to do so. He is very calm and relaxed in all situations
and is able to perform well, even in tense testing-type situations.
RC is extremely dedicated to his work.

RC was equally efficient with the Large Print output
and the Apple lie with Echo II speech output. His lack of braille
skills would be a hinderance to effective VersaBraille use.
Therefore, I feel that the speech output computer or the Large
print display processor would be the most efficient devices for
RC ' s use .

RC finished his prescribed curriculum more quickly then
most students. This provided him with additional time, to begin
B.A.S.I.C. programming (using Applesoft B.A.S.I.C.)

RC also had two hours practise with the each of the
following devices:

1. Mystic Valley Large Print Display

2. Digital Rainbow computer with
DEC talk
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Client Evaluation

"Sugg est ions :

1. Upon the completion of the first interview there should be
more descriptive information about the program.

2. If you are a resident student, there should be more available
information on dormitory procedures. Given little more than the fact
that there will be a bed and linens provided isn't nearly enough on
which to base a week's stay at a time.

3. Clients should be more informed about what to expect from the
program instead of having misconceptions. The most asked questions
are: Can I get a job after here? Will I know how to operate a computer
on my own after this? and so on. I assume misunderstandings come from
lack of questions upon applying for the program.

4. Diabetics should be informed before entering the computer
program that they are to take care of themselves. In other words, let
us know beforehand that there will be distinctions between clients in
other programs and "computer people". I had no real way to know that I

should have brought all my own testing equipment to maintain my
insulin intake .

"

"I am going to be entering my sophomore year at Framingham State
College and am considering a major in computer science, however, I

didn't think it was possible because even the best visual aids did not
make reading the screen efficient. Now, after seeing some of the
devices, I have seen and worked with here, such as the Echo Speech and
the DecTalk, it may be possible. Changes that may improve this program
are: 1. a longer program that would allow the clients to actually do
some programming, and also a larger variety of machines to work on.
These changes could: 1. give the client an idea what actual
programming is like before going out and finding out it's too
difficult and 2. a wider variety of machines would make the client
able to adapt to whatever machine a company may be using."

"I have enjoyed this course. I feel that I know more about computers
then I did before. This is a good introductory level course for blind
people who want to get familiar with some of the machines which we
have all heard so much about."
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"I am glad of the opportunity that I have had to participate in

Project Cable. Working with the various machines was quite
informative. I cannot give a fair opinion of what computer I like best
because all the equipment was not available. I would have liked to try
out the I.B.M. Personal Computer but, I understand it, there has been
a delay in its delivery. I have compared the Apple lie keyboard to the
Digital keyboard and I prefer the touch on the Digital one. I have
spent most of my time on the Apple lie so that I am somewhat
accustomed to it but I prefer the word-processing capabilities of the
Digital DecTalk. I would have welcomed the opportunity to compare the
Professional Vert with the other two machines. Since the Professional
Vert was needed by a student in Course 2, I had the chance to listen
briefly to its voice synthesizer. From these which I have heard, my
favorite speech synthesizer is the DecTalk, followed by the
Professional Vert, and in last place, the Apple 2 Echo. I spent a day
on the VersaBraille and at this time I would not care to use it in an
employment situation. I find that using the VersaBraille slows me
down .

"

"I think that Ron, Nancy, and Joan did a good job in demonstrating the
available equipment. However, I think it important to have access to

an I.B.M. Personal Computer when taking Course 1. Some people are

"In conclusion, I am quite impressed by and satisfield with the
performance of Project Cable's instructors. I have enjoyed working
with Ron, Nancy, and Joan. Although Joan just started with the
Program, I think she will work out very well. Since students in
Project Cable need a certain amount of individualized instruction, I

think that three full-time instructors, or the equivalent thereof, are
needed. Before, I started Course 1, the thought of running a computer
frightened me. Through this course, I have discovered that the
knowledge of running a computer can open up a variety of employment
opportunities for me."

"The areas of the computer access program which I enjoyed are as
f o 1 lows

:

1. The low number of students enrolled in each class which seemed to
foster a fertile ins true tor

/

student relationship. 2. The small
physical dimensions of the classroom area which appeared to create a

warm atmosphere for instruction. 3. The superb ability of theee
instructor to arrive at a perfect balance between informative
instruction and a casual informal learning environment. 4. The diverse
amount of computer access equipment and devices such as: The Modified
Perkins Brailler, The VersaBraille, the various speech synthesizers,
the Visualttek, and the large print monitor. 5. The opportunity for
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computer access students to live in the dorm area with other b]ind
individuals while enrolled in the program. 7. Finally, the short two-
week course schedule which was highly flexible to the clients' needs
and des ires .

"

"My suggestions for improvement appear to stem from the dislikes I

expressed in the preceding paragraph; 1. The grant writers for the
computer access program should work more rigorously for the further
acquisition of various brand name microcomputers to ensure the ever-
expanding nature of the computer access program. 2. More effort should
be directed in the area of acquiring more microcomputer software for
all the different microcomputer brand names housed by the computer
room. 3. Finally, more thought should go into the possibility of
hiring more help at the computer building so the student may work with
the equipment not only during the weekdays but also at night, on
weekends, and on holidays."
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THE CARROLL CENTER FOR THE BLIND
770 Centre St Newton, MA 02158

in cooperation with

The EDCO Computer Center and Worcester State College
announces a program in

MICROCOMPUTER TECHNOLOGY FOR VISUALLY IMPAIRED PERSONS

^mnriZ"?fh^
ann^nces a Pr°9ram ofteachertraining in computertechnology for visually impaired persons. The programcomprises a three-credit course in adaptive microcomputer technology and a one-credit student teaching experienc^irTa

nZTcltTrZ 7
SU
|fTPai^fh0°' Chi,drea The Pr0gram Wi" be held at the EDC0 ComP^CeSerTocXrN^on

through^'^tnrougn Worcester State College. Housing is available near the Carroll Center and EDCO in Newton.

COURSE I: COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY FOR THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED

4.,»hI
ramin2 '" th

J
US

,

e of
J

comPuters most commonly used in school systems, especially the Apple II and TRS units interfaced

hcLeThfEr^SS2S thJ '. k H-

ary 'and
'
TS

;

Cranmer/Perkins Brailler, Kurzweil Machine, Versabraille, DP-lb /Voyager and She^^^^^^^^^ ^ emp '0yment"0ns " Microcomputers; user ^oups; te^ca!

SECTION la: 8:30 - 12:30, July 2 - July 13 (Those wishing to student teach in the Camp MUST attend this section).

SECTION lb: 8:30 - 12:30, July 30 - August 10.

Tuition fees for both sections are: Credit - $265 Non-credit - $215

COURSE II: FIELD PLACEMENT / COMPUTER CAMP
This course will allow teachers to put theircomputer skills to immediate use by practicum teaching in this summer commrtPr

microcomputers available in their schools. Teachers can use this camp as a problem-solvinq environment There will hP

E3ffir25E,:2sr,r
ana of °°ure* ,he byte^ <note &—*• ** «-sra *ss. *

SECTION lla: 8:30 - 12:30, July 16-27

SECTION lib: 1:00 - 5:00, July 16-27

The Field Placement is offered for credit only to those who have taken the prior ComputerTechnology course for credit The feefor the Field Placement is $225. Non-credit status is not available for the Field p|ac
P
emen;

ecnno,oay coursetorcred,tThefee

n^i
C
n
P
h
ntS shou

!

d h
f
ve a basic familia»% and some hands-on experience with microcomputers. Those who would like to takeSnK b8SiC kn°Wled9e °f C°mpUterS Sh0U,d* t0ouTnl^e^oZZ

iZZ. tJT
attending Pro ect BYTE College level courses in computer science and programming are NOT necessary

S^M°rUr T.,
aVa

,"
able

'

n many l0Cati°ns
-

Adult education Pro9ra™ usually offer introductory^ courses « localschools, at YMCA's and other locations. Some computer retail stores offer introductory courses BeforeseSg an nto^.Scourse, participants might first consult the computer departments of their schools for hdplul informa to ?nd to deleS2hatequipment is ava.lable there. (Those who have access to adaptive devices should bring them to c'ass i? possible)

)

For Assistance or Further Information Call

RICHARD CONNORS at The Carroll Center.

(617) 969-6200

or

MA Toil-Free (800) 852-3131
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THE CARROLL CENTER FOR THE BLIND
770 Centre St. Newton, MA 02158

announces:

PROJECT BYTE
COMPUTER CAMP FOR BLIND & VISUALLY IMPAIRED SCHOOL CHILDREN
The Carroll Center for the Blind in cooperation with the EDCO Computer Center and Worcester State College will hold a

Computer Camp for blind and visually impaired school children.

Dates of the camp are July 16-27, 1984.

There will be two sections:

a) Mornings 8:30- 12:30 b) Afternoons 1:00 - 5:00

This two-week camp is designed to give children experience with the microcomputers typically available in schools together

with adaptive devices that make the computers talk, print out braille, and display large print on screens. These adaptive devices,

only recently developed, make computers fully accessible to the visually impaired.

The Camp will be held at: The EDCO Computer Center

191 Pearl St.

Newton, MA 02158.

EDCO is near the Carroll Center. It is in Newton Corner, near Exit 1 7 -the "Gateway Center" - of the Mass. Turnpike. The area is

easily accessible by car and from several bus lines serving Boston and the western suburbs. This is a day program only: we
regret that we cannot provide housing. It may still be possible for those at a distance to attend, however. On the student

applications we are asking those who could house another student to indicate that. We will try to put appropriate families in touch

with each other. For this housing, we are suggesting to all parties a fee in the range of $35 - $50 per week.

Application forms have been sent to all teachers of the visually impaired, and to many staff members of the Massachusetts

Commission for the Blind. Forms may also be obtained directly from the Carroll Center.

The fee for the Camp is $50 per week, or a total of $100

For assistance or further information call

RICHARD CONNORS, Project Director

at the CARROLL CENTER (617) 969-6200

or

Mass toll-free (800) 852-3131

THE CARROLL CENTER FOR THE BLIND Nonprofit Organization

770 Centre St. ^D
Posta9e

NewtOn MA 02158 Newton. MA
Permit No. 60
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770 Centre St. Newton, MA 02158

PROJECT BYTE APPLICATION FORM
(Please return by April 28, 1984)

Name Total Caseload:

Address School or District

Phone: home ( ) Number of students now
or soon to be involved

work ( ) in computer training:

1 AM ENROLLING FOR: (Please read carefully ! ! 1 !

)

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY FOR THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED ( ONLY )

Section la (July 2 - July 13)
Credit ( $265 ) ______ Non-credit ($215)

Section lb (July 30 - Aug. 10)
Credit ($265) Non-credit ($215)

COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY FOR THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED AND
TEACHING PRACTICUM / CAMP

(Participation in the Practicum / Camp is for credit only and MUST be

preceeded by participation in Section la of the Computer Technology
course .

)

Section la COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY ($265) and
Section Ha (Mornings) PRACTICUM / CAMP ($225)
(total fee: $490)

Section la COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY and
Section lib (Afternoons) PRACTICUM / CAMP ($225)
(Total fee: $490)

My registration fee of $40 is enclosed. I understand that of this
amount $25 will be credited to my final tuition payment.

______ I will be a resident student. Please send details on housing.

I will be a commuter student.

I would like materials to be provided in print braille.

Please take t ime to answer this sect ion even if you have already
responded to our init ia 1 ques t ionnaire .

Formal computer courses, Types of computers proficient
if any

:

in us ing

:

Software proficient in using: Software which students or
schools currently use:

Briefly, please describe your needs and expectations for this progra tn
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COMMENTS ON PROJECT BYTE ' S FIRST SESSION - JULY , 198 4

After the camp participants had returned to their own schools in the
fall, a follow-up questionnaire was sent to the students and to their
parents. Following is a summary of these comments. Note that
renovations at the computer center forced us to change classrooms with
only 3 days notice before the program began, so things weren't as neat
as they might have been! We shouldn't have that problem again.

STUDENTS ' COMMENTS :

"I was surprized that it included as much as it did. I liked what it

offered. I thought we would make a story with the computer. I would
have liked a longer day and more weeks."

"I expected it to be a little bit more advanced. Would like to have
covered a different computer language. I enjoyed it very much and
would like to be able to attend next year."

"It was what I expected. Especially liked learning BASIC programming.
Missed working with modems, would like word processing. Longer day!
More computer time! Recreation not necessary. Short break between
morning and afternoon."

"It was what I expected. Would have liked more word processing. We

didn't do enough with the computers."

"It was what I expected. Schedule was about right, but I would have
liked a lot more time using the computers. I enjoyed it very much and
would like to be able to attend next year."

"My goals were met. The instructors were helpful and I came out
learning what I had hoped to. I felt the schedule was fine. There
was nothing missing for me, for I came to the camp with specific
goals." (word processing)

"It was even better than I expected. I would like to have stayed
longer. The recess was OK, but I prefer to work on the computers
more .

"

"I really enjoyed the experience of working with qualifed people who
knew how to help blind kids work with the computer. I liked the
independence and feeling that I could do programming alone. The whole
'hands-on' approach was great. Would have liked more about the BASIC
language and more about he Echo II. I would have preferred a longer
day, with more of an emphasis on work. The recreation break was
fine."

"Wasn't what I expected, because I thought there would be people in my
age group there (18). I especially liked working independently. I

would have liked to have had more time, learned more complicated
programming. Would rather have had an additional week."

THE CARROLL CENTER FOR THE BLIND: PROJECT CABLE 1984
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"I especially liked learning to write programs using the Echo, and
meeting all the other students and teachers. I would like to have
covered a little more of BASIC with the Ver sabrai 1 le . The schedule
was good for me .

"

"I liked everything - working on computers, playing video games, night
activities, instructors, students. Very thorough instruction for a

beginner like me. Perfect amount of time on computers and recreation,
but would have liked a biking trip, more fencing."

PARENTS ' COMMENTS :

"Met our expectations. Def inite ly would recommend it to other
parents."

"( ) learned new functions on the computer. The supervision and
stress on mobility were plusses to me as a parent."

"Met our expectations. Would have liked a get-together at the end.
Also an introduction by the instructors as to what the students will
study over the course of the summer. We'd recommend it to others, and
are interested in knowing about upcoming computer programs."

"( ) didn't feel she got enough real work done."

"The camp was excellent and provided a learning experience for my son.
It also provided the opportunity to interact with other visually
impaired persons. Continue your program and the excellent staff which
should be commended for their presentation. Thank you for a job well
done."

"I think a highlight of the camp was the student / teacher ratio.
Obviously this was a bonus to anyone attending. Each student could
receive maximum attention. My son felt the time was too short,
though, and wished he could stay longer. He also would have liked
another week. We definitely recommend it."

"Wasn't what we expected. It could have been a lot cleaner. I would
recommend it, but with modifications. Like to see a phone available
to these students at all times."

"We were satisfied."

"Met our expectations - very much so. Perhaps a longer day would be
beneficial to the students. I certainly would recommend the camp to
other parents. My son wishes he could attend again."

"Although we didn't have the chance to visit the camp, from what (

) told us, we find it to be very helpful to her. Would like to see
more children in ( )'s age group attending. Send me information
about future camps. The time she spent there was good. Would like to

THE CARROLL CENTER FOR THE BLIND: PROJECT CABLE 1984
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see more and longer days. Transportation was a problem.

"I did not expect the camp to be located on the top floor of a

building for children with vision problems, but I feel my child got a

lot from the camp. I'd like to see the camp more accessible. I'd
recommend it to other parents."

"( ) learned to ENJOY the computer. Follow-up summer sessions
would be helpful. I'd recommend it to other parents, but I hope (

) can attend future sessions too."

THE CARROLL CENTER FOR THE BLIND: PROJECT CABLE 1984
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